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co,c1 ,c2, · polynomial. curve tit coe:rr1c1ents 
C3 relating concentration (c) versus 
they coordinate 
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experimentally determined curve 
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This. thesis 1s · concern~d W1 th the development.~ of . ' . . . . . ' . ' . " . ~ -; ' .. 
an optical method, and. the design of the appropriate 
. apparatus, to measure composition profiles in a binarr· 
solution. The basic principal is to pass an array of 
toeused laser beams through the test section, and by· 
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appropriate analysis of the' coordinates ot these ray 
p~ths, the index of refraction profile is determinable, 
a~d thusly the concentration profiles. Potential 
resolution of this procedure is better than 0.001 inch, 
·· · .·. >····· .. ·· .; ~·the physical restrictions are minimal and the experimental 
{- '- ' 
·· ... ·.·· .... ' : ·' error· are within very good limits. Although the two-
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ii . .· · analysis of one-dimensional compos1 tion profiles. :, 
. 
Concentration profiles were determined for the 
unsteady, restricted diffusion or ethylene glycol in 
• - •• ·1 --- ~ ---~~--:-
water when slight convective currents are present •. It 18 
premised that a governing equation of the.form: . 
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may be valid wh@re·D0 and D1 ·are experimentally determined 
coefficients r0lating the molecular ~:tffusivity as a 
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linear t,unction of "concentration, and ·1to is a convective .. : ........... . 
' . 
parameter$ By trial and error it was determined that ,· \ . •.. ~ 
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,. the above equation yielded results close to the exper-
imentally determined values over the time span or 13.·7; ' ··1 , ¥ • '. ' .. •. 
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. . days when K0= 1.6 was chosen. 
It is believed that the procedure deve·loped in this , 
·. :· thesis has advantages over the interferometer for compo-
. sition~ studies requiring very high resolution and studies 
. Yery close to p~sical boundaries. -Furthermore the 
. . 
· procedure presented here has a potential application 1n . · . · 
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!his thesis. is concerned w1 th the development · ot : :: . · .. · .·· · . ' . 
. . ' ' .. 
·a method to determine the composi t11on profile ·in a 
solution. Also discussed is the experimental det.ermin-
ation or the composition dependent mass.diffusivitr 
' ·. ·'. 
. . 
' . 
· . or an aqueous solution of ethylene glycol for ~a restricted _ . • 
~ ,., - . 
·-------.-- · ·. ------:--- · · diff'Usion system with slight convective currents. .. 
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This thes1s·begins with a background discussion· 
ot the reasons for composition measurements and ·various ·. 
-· -· 
• . ~p 
·. 4'. -techniques that are presentl7 used. This is followed by 
__ discussion or the optical design ot the proposed . ·. . _·_ j_ - • • 
. 
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it ; • . . -. 
-.. · .· apparatus, this section includes a discussion of the 
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geometric optical theory, the lens design and optical· 
error analysis caused by the index of refraction grad~ 
ient. This ·thesis continues with a discussion or the 
I • 
" . ,' ) 
.· ' ; . ~· .. 
experimental proced~~e and the computational methods used · · 
I , • 
' . . . 
. I . . . 





I . . • . Next is a presentation of the solution of the restricted 
diffusion· t;>J"..9blem 'With a. mass diffusiVi ty dej)endent on 
the .. c,_omposi tio'.no Concluding this paper is a discussion 
"·:! -~· :_·, I , I,' •,. / 
. 
of the results, and an evaluation or the prop~sed appar-. 
atus, both in ~ts present app~~c·ation and any· other 
applications it may have$ 
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· This section or this thesis present~ a brief 
' . ' 
' . -~ ' . 
. . 
. . 
~ . . 
~ ' . discussion of the importance ot composition measurements •. 
·Follow~g this there is a discussion_ot ex1st~ng methods . ~- . ' 
- . . ' 
" .- .. ' 
. . 
,. r • ~ 
· for measuring compositions and subsequently a d1scuss_1~n · 
--- - . . 
~--'- '. j '- • 
. ' 
of the disadvantages of these procedures. 
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The importance or composition measurements in the .. ' - . ·- \ 
. ' "· - ': . 
tield er mass transfer . is analogous to the importance 
' .. 
. ~ . . 
- - -- ----------------,--~ or temperature measurements in the field of heat transfer.. · 
.· 
' The most conventional means of measuring mass coneentra- -.. -.. • - ;, • ! 
. , 
tions is direct physical sampling and subsequent· ·analysis 
' . 
; 
· ;Of the sample. This is comparable in heat transfer to 
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. . - . . . . Stlbject of this p_aper is the presentation of an ·app~ratus _r · •• , · • :- • 
·. that can measure directly the composition at.a point 1n 
' ' ' 
. ,·. ·: 
· a test section without either disturbing the. test or 
removing a sampleo 
I 
The transfer of mass can occur 1n several di:rrerent .......... --------- .... . 
·ways. These ways can usually· b~ lumped into two~ schemes, .. 
microscopic ,.and macroscopico The microscopic sche~e is 
I 
.. ·.. best described by molecular diffu.sion and _is gover~ed 
. . . ·: . 
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through'Fick's Law of Diffusion by the diffusion equationQ 
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·,.·. ·.... . ._::. The rate or molecular mass transrer is governed through 
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· · ',, ,,.. a material depell.dent parameter known as the molecular If , • ' " ''/,1,' I 
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. . d1ffus1 vi ty. Macroscopic ·mass transfer covers such 
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phenomena as turbulent eddy mass transfer and thermal 
convection mass transfer. Most mass transfer processes 
are of the ~acroscopic nature because in reality it is 
very ditficul:t to isolate a system from the surroundings 
to assure a totally molecular mass transfer •.. Knowledge 
or the eo~position and subsequently the composition 
gradient is essential for the testing and confirmation 
or ·analytical models predicting the mass and heat transrer 
I 
. or most physical problems. 
.. I 
' 
An important parameter which Will be used throughout 
"' this thesis is the resolution or the measuring procepdure •. 
The rese1ution or a testing procedure ean be defined 
as t.1.?-e sm8:llE,st dist~ce be~een two points in 'the· . 
test section that will give different composition measure--. ·· 
ments by the measuring methodo This definition assumes 
. that a composition gradient ·exists in the test section. .. · 
A silnilar parameter is the sensitivity of the method 
and can be defined as the smallest change in composition 
that "1111 account for a c~ge in th~ maasurement0 




tor composition measurements can be called restrictions, 
. 
.. , ' 
-
or the physical requirements on the materials being tested . . . ' 
' 
I 
' . ' 
. ;,,._ 
,··· •: . 
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,- , I 
' 
· · and tor the geometry ot the test section. A final 
. •. parameter used in this thesis will be called the sample 
.. 




0 get one point er data, and is_ directly related to the-
···---.---.-. (' .. ' total time neqessary to determine the composition profile 
- . . . 
' ' 
.. in a test section. This parameter is not ~sua~ly import-
' 
' . 
_ ( --< - · · ant for steady state systems, but for unsteady configur- ':.: . - . 
' . . . 
ations it 1s very important. 
' .: -- .. --- --- -
•. 
,fJ' ' ' 
As mentioned above, one ot the most ·· common methods 
_tor measuring the eomposition at a point is by a~tual 
physical samplingo Usually a syringe is used with a 
'• 
' 
... - ·-·- --· ~-------~·-·------·--!•---~----•--,,---- ···-
· needle with a diameter of about 0.01 inches.· Arter the - -- -.· 
fluid.is extracted, the sample_is analyzed to determine . . 







the composition. This may be accomplished -by measuring 
' 
. the samples density, conductance,. radioactivity (if one 
. 
. 
.or the components has been made radioactive prior to the 
. ' 
· experiment), .or. by measuring its index of refraction by 
• I : . 
---.-,· •• j_ --refractometry,· and correlating this to the appropriate--
composi tiono This last procedure perhaps requires the 
smallest sample extraction, which is about 1 O mioroli ters 
(about one large drop)o The resolution ~f this procedure 
. 
_ _ · depends on the ra~.e of sample wi thdrawalo The resolution 
. --··· --- -------,---.--
'Will vary from the- ·radius corresponding to 1 O microli tars 
. _ of fluid (Oo133 cme) for an infinite,.rate of Withdrawalj 
,.. . 
. 
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Infinitely Fast Withdrawal Rate 
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imal thickness tor an int1n.1tes1mal rate o~ withdrawal. 
, 
(see Figure 1 ) • This implies that for a onec,dimens1onal . ,' ~ i 
composition gradient the composition· can truely be meas-
ured at a point if an infinitesimal rate or fluid ~th-· .. · · . :; 
drawal is used. But it a two- or·· three-dimensional ' I . ' . 
. . 
< ' • ' ' ' ' :' ,•' ,,•' ,~•.: 1- I ,••'I ·:•'.t l,~··i , ... t 1 ... .-: ',..- f ,•• o ,~•, ,,r:. , , ' , 
composition gradient is to be analyzed, the resolution · ··/· .·. 
\.< •. 
. . ~- h' 
' ' i, ... 
~ - , < by t~e sampling technique is limited by the width or the .; ...... ~ · . 
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~·' •" t • • • • I '~ . • t I 
This problem though is probable not the most restiet-
. ing. I~ a moderate ,a.mount of tim@ is us.ed to withdraw 
' 
the fluid the resolution wou1d probably be sufficient , 
for most applications. The greatest pr,oblem arises from 
\ 
. . . 
· the great amount of time need_ed to determine an entire · 
composition profile. For each point the. syringe must be 
·removed to obtain the fluid and £lushed before resub-
mital and subseq:u,ent withqrawal. Fo:r an. adequate ·amount 
,. 
of test points, a great deal of time is required neces-
. . s1·t·at1ng a steady state configuration~ Furthermore 
. 
t·he design of the test section be •eh t~_a.t any disturb-a 
ance to the surroundings· is minimal • 
I~ \ - ' 
It appears that the method. of physical sampling is 
best suited tor ·steady state experiments involving hi.gh 
I 
accuracy, but ~ne~dimensional. if possible to avoid 
~ 
. . ' 
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Wiener's Diffusion Apparatus 
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Several.optical procedures haTe been developed 
oYer the last centuey for measuring molecular diffusiv-
1t1esG Optical procedures for measuring temperatures 
or-- c·omposi tions are very attractive beeaus@ they cause 
Tery 11 ttle if any interference to the ~est. . . .Qne o_f 
the first optical methods used for determining diffusiv-
. ~- •·· ' 
1 ties was described by Wiener in 18930 He allowed a 45°. 
·s11t ot collimated -light to pass through-two laye~s or 
,, 
. r 
. ,; . ~ tluid such that each light ray's path was initially 
'ti 
. ' . ~ . parallel to a constant composition plane (see Figure 2). 
., · .. ' .- '\" ... 
------- .. 
. ., . 
B·ecause , or the one=idimensional composition profile, 
each ray or light 1n the slit is curTed by a radius 
. . 
·which is a function or the index or refraction gradient. 
The light · ra:r-s after leaving the test section become 
. . 
straight and can be focused on a screen or photographed 
_· tor analysi$e The shape or this iniage changes with time 
' 
and yields int~rmation about the changing composition 
With time, thus With proper analysis values for the 
molecular di:ffasirtty can be determ1nedo For an exact 
one~dimensiona1·eomposition gradient the resolution of 
this method can be con~rolled by the quality of the 
optics used and of the collimation and monochromatic 
.. 
· · · qualities of the light sourcae These demands on the 
quality of the optics of the test section ara extrems 
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. . ... . . \ . 
' .. 
\ 
• 1 •• • 
\ 
, .or light must ·pass t~ough. The time ot duration 
1 
· required for a set of data is very-good sines the results 
can be photographed and analyzed la.tero ·· The sensi ti vi ty . 
. 
ef this method depends on the fluids being used, the 
,.· . \ greatest restriction being that the difference in the 
index or refractiQn of the two;materials should be as 
-· / .great. as possible, and ofcourse both·materi~ls should be 
. ' ' . . .. ' . . I . . as transparent as possible. 
.:-~ . ->' .. 
. . . . : . ; . . 
- . 
. . . 
' . -
',¥ <, • '•" ~ • 0 K •' ~ ' 
. 
I". • .•. 
. . . ' 
' . 
'. -. , -
' . 
.. t . ' .: 
The greatest restriction. or this.- procedhr~ for meas-~--.. :·· '·_.:; 
, uring compositions is the necessity for a onerad.1mens1onal. 
composition profile, and the physical restrictions on 
the test section concerning size and shape. Also, 
since the rays. -of the light slit pass through the walls 
·· ot the test section, wall effects can cause significant 
I 
. errors, furthermore if any twocm or three~dimensional 
aspects of the composition exist,'the~Wiener method will 
not be applicable. In conclusion-the Wiener method is 
' \ 
. . . 
. 




- ' .. 
· applicable for measuring the diffus1Tity of a one~dimen-
sional experiment if the optics of the test section are 
optical tlatso 
Another and quite popular optical method for dater~ 
mining composition pror1·1es is by using interometry o The 
principal behind interom~try is that when a polarized 
light beam passes through a compesition gradient such that 
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· .· ·_. ~. · · · neighboring ~ight rays will interfere With each .other 
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and cause fring~· lines which may be photographed and 
analyzed. The sensitivity of this procedure is v-ery good, · · 
· but this system is also restricted b7 the physical· . . · 
geome.try or the test section and the necessity for h1Jh 
quality optics. Although tw()aadi.mensional composition . ' .. ' I 
' : • ~ ,.0. • ', • • • C 
· · »c .. _ -~ - -· profiles can be analyzed using the interometey procedure, .· 
- '. ; ' : 
. , . 
' , .. 
.. , ; .' " ~ - : 
- . ' . 
, ~ ' . 
. . ' 
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i • 
the composition along a line parallel to the impinging 
light rays must be constant. This dimension must also be 
. 
··.;,,, . 
small to minimize the distortion caused by the index o~ 
·refraction gradient that caused· the bending of the light 
1n the Wiener method. Because this dimension is small 
wall effects could become significant since ~he light 
(>' • 
... . . . .. 
. .,.. .. 
• J~' -· . . 
... _. .. ' 
... 
. . 




S11mmar1zing, physical sampling is usuall-y the. 
procedure used to-analyze steady state two- or three-
,J 
dimensional composition gradients. From the sample the 
. actual composition can be measured by any specific 
property which changes with composition such as density, 
· index of refraction or eonduetaneeo If the experiment is 




- available is the interferometry techniqueo · Finally 
one~dimensional problems can be experimentally analyzed 
. 
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It should be.realized that an apparatus that could 
. 
. yield a weal th of data wery quickly tor either a one-,. .. ' ·t 
. - ' ~- ·-. -,,.-., .. -- - .. ' . 
. ' 
. 
two- or three~d1mensional experiment, and would require 
' ' 
. . ' only minor restrictions on the geometry of the test 
'. : ·. 
.. ' , -, ~ . . 
. ' 'r . • . , ' 
. 
o I 1 • , 
. •' 
. . 
- . ' ., 
. . ' 
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• I,· 
. \ . . 
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. ' . . ' . 
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. 
section could be or significant experimental value. 
-
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· .. • ; · · The basic principal be'h1nd the proposed aJ)p&ratus · .. ··. · ·· · 
• .. I' • • 
. ~ . 
. . 
•, ,,. ,: 
"· ; · ·. ·. · 1& that a monochromatic highly collimated light· source O • .. · · • ~· ~ ·• 
• • • • ' I " 
-1s used to traverse- a'· composition profile.· Because, or··: .. :.,.··. -~,.-·: .· · 
. ' . "·_/ ..... -:;· 
. . ' . 
. ' 
o· ·-' .• . , 
the change in the composition and thusly- the index of.· ' ' .. ·, ' t, I ,':; C 
•. . .- ' I . : J , 
' ~ k. ' • 
.. 
. . 
refraction the light ray will bend either towards er 
. . .. . , 
11'' • ••. '. . I t 
. . . , 
.. ~. . :..,, . . 
- . - . 
• * ~· • .. V • ' '• • 
. "• .. 
.. . - ' . . . . -
. 
•, 
'. .. . ··~ . . . . ... 
-· . 
• -' • e O ' ' ..... ,• 
' ... .' 
. • .. 
• , J • • ; • 
,, .. ,' . 
.,---· ... ·- · ......... ·· .. 
. ' 
e , .. C • 
~ r . - . . 
., 
. , 
' ·. ', .... ' .~~ 
; . 
... ,·. . 
... . ".• 
I! •·• ,. 
away from the index of refraetiOn gradient deJ)endent en · ... · · · . : , ·· 
. . _- ". 
! .. 
' . 
· whether the index or refraction is increasing or dec~eas- · .-,; · · -.. 
ing. By recording the coordinates of·the light ray, the 
index of refraction and therefore the composition at 
any point along the light ray can be determined. · · I~ t, . 
· .many rays~ are used simultaneously the composition along 
any or these rays can be determined, and therefore a 
three-dimensional picture of the composition in the test-· 
· section can be determined. This can be done at any 
.. 
. . --~· . -- ... . .. 
·~ l • . .. 
. ~ . 
. . ' 
. ~ . /". 
' . 
particular time and therefore is potentially applicable . 
to any three-dimensional composition profile whether 
steady or nonstea4J'e 
The remainder ot this section is devoted to the 
derivation of the fundamental equations needed for the 
apparatus discussed in this thesis~ Included in this 
secti~n is the derivation of Snellts Law from the 
.~elmholts Wave Equation·rtth a, discussion of its restric~ 
•' 
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·. tiC>lls ~or the des1g?l proPbsal. Next is the de?'1Tation · · 
.,.--.,. 
( 
of the equation needed to·determine the index of refrae-
. tion from the coordinates. or the light beam. Subsequently 
. 
. ·a discussion of predicting the composition ot a solution· 
.. 
. 
· trom its index of refraction is -presented •. This ... section 
conclud·es w:Ltb. a summary procedu~·e·· for obtaining the 
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The HeJmho1tz Equation is the three-dimensional . ' 
. . . 
. . . 
. . '.,· ',. 
. . 
\. 
. '. . , . . 
. ' · waTe equation. Written 1n cartesian coo~dinates 1 t 
. '.',1~ ·.~ . ·'.. ;.'', . . . . : \. :· 
' . . . . ,. ' . ._ 
. -~ ... : .~\, ·' . · .. '.· ' . . ' -
can be expressed as follows: __  
2 2 2 2 · - -- .. 
~+ O~+..il+ius:O 
. OX $./ Oz2 · 
••••••• ~q. 1· .. 
·· the · variables are defined as follows: 
•, . 
-, 
u = wave disturbance .. 
i = (eµ) t = 21l"/~ = wave number = a trmction ot the 
med·1um ·and wave 
-
£. =. dielect~ie constant 
µ = peI'n.teability 
. 
. . ·. . , ' . 
. . '. . . -~-. . ·.' . :-~ . : '
.· ... 
':•.• . 
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• *' ~ • • ~ • 
' . •, - ~ 
- ... ,: '.• 
- . ' . 
. . 
. . . 
I " f ' '. ' ,0 
, : · .o? = 21r'1) = angula11 :rrequenc7_ 
.. . 
- .. -., 1· ,----'. -· ., .• ' 
. . . 
. -~·--· ,-.---·-·<..·--·-.. ---.~-~--- ~-}_;,··"·•· .•• - --- -
• J 
~= frequency of the light oscillation 
~ = local wave.length .. . . . . . 
Ao~s0 ,~ arEf corresponding properties in a vacuum 
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where k8 = (eoA,) · = 211'/-\, · . · . ~ . 
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! = !(x,y,z) = the amplitude factor 
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· ! = !(x,1·,z) = the eikonal or waYe~ tront 
This solution can be substituted into the Helmholtz 
Equation which can now be stated in vector~l form as 
• . 
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• : ,=- -. 
.. .. - . . 
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it the cperater D(F) is de~ined as: •, '· [ .... -
. . 
D(F) = (-aF)2 + e,dF)2 + (lJ!}2 = VF•VF .. 
cJX ay az .... 
' . . This equation is approximately satisfied if ! 
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I • • ~ .... 
- . ( . 
,. . . ·. 
' . -~ 
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- - . . -·. ~ 
.: j ·, 
' • ' 1 
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•, 
.. and A are determined· from the differential equations . .. 
. . 
C obtained by setting the expressions in the brackets 








· equa/r' to zero. The last bracketed term set to zero - : ... .. : · · ·. · . 
/. 
. .. 
\.. . ~ . ' ~ g1Test 
~ . ~ .· 
,J" •• • - .• __ • 
. . . 
(D (lnA)· + v2 1nAY = 0 
- -
. :-- \ ;•' :, . 
. . 
· · · ': : , , ~his otcourse is not strictly valid and is~ an error 
• ,. I 
caused by the approximation, the second bracketed 
,,. .·, 
~xpr@ssion relates approximately the amplitude and the 
" ,;' , •• .-.-~:...-: ., • •~••.--·,.·-•• :••• a . 
. ; ~ eikonalso vlhat is important for this discussion is 
' ,, 





·th0 relationship describing the e1konals as a function 
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to zero, specifically: 
..,2 
- k D (E) rm <==$-• : 0 
,~·- . . - T.:? 
~~ . 
- .. . 
, ' . -· I 
. . :. 
. ·. : .. 
,. ·, 
' .·, 
Using the definition ot the operation· D(J!) the .. - · · · _ .. :· -.. · .. -. 
.. . . ·' 
• ' J 
. • ; ... 1 ·~- • '' 
goTerning equation becomes: - . 
' 
D(!) = ~ = (~~)2 + c;f)2 + <!>2 .- -(, ' .. -,, . . . ' 
,• -
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SUbst1 tuting tor I and k0 their" respect1 Te Talues .. · · . : ( . .• ... .• : ~· . 
-. y1e1ds the relation:: 
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: . . - ,; . . 
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··- .. IJ .. 
. . ' 
lri. -
. · . : < '.-~,·--r . : . ~hich is custcmar1ly given the notation ?{2 where .. 
1s known as the index or refraction, thus the 
:. . '· 
.. ... :· 
· .... ·." · ·.· _ .. resulting equation is: 
: - ' --- ·-.......:._ 
•' ' ' . . 
. ; . . < ' . . (d!l2+ ('d!)..2+ 
-~; . : _ :.· .. , · .: : --.. · _, .· : : _ _ __ ax ~r1 
. ,/ . ;,• 
-~ . . 
-·· This equation is valid if i-1s a function of x,y and z •. 
............. ~ ..... . . -dE 2 , '·· - · .. ( -> = 'qlP.~ = 112• •••• •• eq. 2 . dZ ~ - · 
-~ ... 
• • C I , 
... . 
. . -· - .. 
- ' -
This expression is also Talid if N 1s a function of . . , . . . -. ''· . 
_-. 
' ' . 
-~· p~s1t1on •. - •, 
'. . . 
. . ' 
. . Desired is a relationship tor the path Gt a light 
. " ... 
_ beam as a function of a nonhomogeneous medium 1.d.th a 
' . 
. .• ... 
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in space in a nonhomogeneous medium ean be.determined 
. 
from the above wave front equation and a differential 
diagrame Refering to Figure 3, at a point Pa wave 
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ds I - 1 
since·they a~e 
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Radius of Curvature 
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I ' f ,. ' 
vaVe surface!• At a distance ds from P· a point P1 
.. 
. ' ' 
• >' exists ahd- a· wave surface !w, also the normal unit 
,, 
· · · .· · ... Yector l+dS exists at P 1 • The differential angle de, 
·. · as illustrated in Figure 4,' is equal t<!> the magnitude 
" 
\ 
~ ' ' ~ 
. of ds divided by the magnitude of the vector s, or 
• t 
~ . since s is ·.a unit vector, de = \ds\ • 
Also from Figure >+, 1 t can be s~en by similar 
. fli, . 
. ' l. 
. ·I ' 
. -. .~ ' 
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,,_ -.. 
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triangles that the·. radius of· curvature B. and de are .. .. ''• 
' ... ~-- . : . '' 
_. :-~· ' ... '. :· . -. . 
·-related by:! . '.' :, ,· ~ ·~ , . 
/"-' 
tor small ~g1es. 
is Talid:~ 
. . ,.. .. 
'-. . ' 
- ' 
~ . ,., ' 
The ref ore 1n s,mmarr the f ol1oW1ng · 
~ . . . 
. ' . '. '; . : . 
.: ' ,- ~ : ' '' .-
. . . . \ 
de= ldSI = 4j ... . .1•;: -- - . - '. Cl 
, . 
.a. 
· The cbange 1n direction ds per tmit line element 
- •\ 




!; is equal te the· magnitude ot. the quantity ds/ds or· 
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E = g=~ ds 
.ai. 
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._ .. _ . 
expanding the total. differential ds . - ··-· ~4·~-~---... ----- .. ·····- ~··- -----~--. _ .. __.. .... .__. __ ~-- ........,._ ____ ~ -- - --· ' . . 
dS = .2~dx + &~§dy + ~z 
. ax -ay aZ therefore: 
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·,l 
~ > d.A .... . 















alid since i is a Tecto:r with x,y and z components~ 
· K = ~(~ + Js~-1 + £SZk) 
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. . ~(.~Xi+ .~s~J. + il§Z.J&) 
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ds -:JY · Qy -ay 
·· -- +dz(~!+ .dsy1 + ~) ds dZ cZ °dZ 
.. -,. -, .. ,... , . 
. . . 
From Figure ; it is seen by similar triangles·. and· 
the identity cf angles that: f 
'. ., . 
., ... 
. ' . . ' 
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. .' . ·, ' . : . -~ . : . ' , , 
. ~ \" ~. ____ ., _____ . _.- ~---~- ··- ·----· ----- ---··-~-~- -----. -- -- - ·-··:-~ - -- - - - ··-:·· _---' -·····:;·. ··. - - : .. _-·. - ' 
1, • ~ • ~ • - ;t ... *" ' ,, 
• . r - • 
... --:;~~ ______ •.•••• , .... If" • ,' • ·~: .- •· 'i. 
. ..:. . but s is a .11nit Yector, atid therefore its magnitude is 
• •• • , - :..~- .... - • ,r . •· unity. Using this and rearranging the express19n for .. . . "'· .... , ',' ' 
' . 
- ' ... ' l. 
. ' 
. . - -· ! yields: 
··, -~-
' 
.. . "· 
,.- . . 
• • • •, J~ • ,; 
. . .- -. • : ' .. i. .. )_ . ' 
.-· .. --~- ~ .. -.'~: .•. _ ... 
' :, -; . '' '. ·-~:. '' . 
. . \:.. 
' .• 
' . 
' ' ' ' . 
' _-•. !-!,' '~- . . 
' . 
. ' . 
. , - ' .· . 
' . 
. ' . . . . ' 
. ~ . '·, .... • ' .. '. _· .: . 
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•, , : • I 
- . ·--·- ,_,. __ ,_.. ·--- . --- ~ ------·--·----- ---
'' '· ' ... : 
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s~plify the curvature vector relationship. The 
gradient of a constant scalar is equal to zere. 
' 
Also 1:r_a.and bare scalar, 
· ,q(ab) = a.Vb+ Wa 
. . . . . . ' ' . ,· . 
. . 
Since the magnitude · of the t1n1 t . vector is always equal 
to one, _and therefore a constant, the gradient of the 
magnitude is equal to zeroo Jrirthermore since: 
2 ' . 
\$I = 8x_ 2 + s.y2 + sz2 . 
.. 
' .. 
' - --.. . 
. .·' ', ··-:.· ' -
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•• ' I 
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' ,, . 
. '· 
,/ 
·· and 9.x,syand sz are all scalar and using the above 
' . '' ., ... . . . 
' ' • • ' .;·_ •• ',i gradient or a scalar product property the folloWing is 
' ' -
I 
.,. . . 
-~~··· .1., ... : 
.• .. ·l'lt•1'4~-.- _1, ,-,~1-1 .. 1., .. ,.,.,.,., .. ·, .. , .•• , ' 
· true: 
. . 
q ' ., . 
' 
" . . . -~ 
. . ' 
.. , _{ 
·vi's!~ = o = 2(sxVS;x + s.yvay + Sz"'1Sz) 
expanding this- and ·SUbtract1ng· it trom the curvature ~. ' . . . 
- ··• -
' . 




. . . . 
. . 
. K = (s....(.~X = ~) + s (,O.~~ .,. · ?.SZ))_i + ;" . ·.,"" 
- ~ 3 -cJY ax z az ax - . . 
. . . 
• ' ' I 
s ~ as. ~. . ' (S (.~ % _ c}SX) + S (. ,, ;t O ,r, .. £) )J. + .. ·. . .. · ... ··· _ 
x ax .oy z: az g:, · .. ··· ·_ ..... :- · · 
• <Sx<·~xft - ·~:t> + Sy(I;~ - ~> >& · : · .. >:; 
· Theretore using vectoral notation, the curvature 
.. ' .. 
. . .. . 
. . 
• 
. , ... ·. 
' ' : "'.. ·.. ; • ·, t ._ ' 
, . "' . · .. ~ . '-. .. , . . ve9tor can be expressed as follows: 
'/ ' ! = .. a ~ ~x s) 
. . -.. ·.. . : "\'·. : . ' ~ 
. . . ' ~ 
•· -. e' o 
' . 
· ... -·- . . . . . .• . •. ' - ).__ 
. ,'. '. _-: / . 
. / ' . 
I I ' J ' 
• • • • r • • • 
. . _ : . The magn1 tude or ! is g1 ven by the product of the . · · . ·, / .. ·.·• 
., ' . •.. 1 
', f !. : ) . 
. . ·<. '. _. • - ' •• ' . ~ . • 
:· . .-;: ·': .·<> - - . · magnitude of s, the magnitude or the vector formed 
' . 
. . . ,.·) . / - : : - ' 
' ' 
. . / ,_ . . · . 
. . ·. ·. · .. _·,· J· · · by the curl er S ('vx S) and _the· sign or the angle 
" ... . . . ..... - . ' •. . . . 
' ' 
. . . ' 
. . . - -.. . -...... ·~-· -·. '-· . -- ...... _ ~ . - - . -
. ' 
I ,, -· ~ . • 
· be.tween the· ·S vector and the er~ product veeto~-. 
•. •(I, . -
f.:;r·' 
1 . . -
. . 
. . ,· .. ,: ;·· . . . -·, .. 
: . ~ ' - > ' . 
. Bu.t Vxs is -orthogonal to the vector s, therefore the 
' ' . . 
angle is 90° and the sine of 90° is unity, therefore: . · 
- ... . . \Kt= -\s\C\'?xs\') 
, I 
'r 
.. :, ·.' . ' 
-- ' ......... , ... .--.. -···-·-···--······· .. --..,--·-··----· ···-- .. 
Re-tu.ming_ to the eikonal relationship: ' . - ~ ~ 
. . . ./ 
. ., 
VJ!•~ ;: N2: it(!) 
and :realizing that the gradient or ·a-scalar· by detin-
· i tion is equal to the unit vector (m) norm.al to the 
surface formed by the constant scalar value times the 
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1n terms. ot the eikonal or wave front this .. is expressed 
as: 
_,. -aE VE= s ,n 
- as 
~, 
since sis the unit vector. 
. 
The partial or 1· w1 th 
respect to sis the magnitude of the gradient or E 
. -
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. ,. •: ' -. 
. . 
. ·. . .. 
. ', 
i_/ . ~.' ··. -,· . .· 
... 
'.- '' J 
. ' - '\ ·~ "-" 
and since the gradient or ! is given b71 ... •, 
l ,:, - .. 
dE· ""E 'E · -
VE: =i+ 0?,+~ 
- ~~ . () .' dz-' 
. " . . . 
. ' \--~ :::: .. - .r '. ·: -" 
. ~ . ( ~ ' 
' . i - - .• 
its magnitude is~ 
. /', E · E (VE l = C C~-l2 + C ~-l2 + C a'!'f' )1° 
- . . ~ d"f · dZ · 
. ' . 
. . but . . .. . . ' ' '' .... ~: '." . 
. ... ' - · .. ' .. · '._: '. .. , .. ,. ,-.. 
·.. .. ' . '.- . 
:., .. - . . ' :·;,. · ... ·. ' ' . 
D(!) I •_ 
' 
.. \ . . : . 
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. . 
t1nally-the unit vectors is given by: 
_... \lE 
s = c,J'!q 
' :·. • ' J ~ . ' 
• • . I '. N . 
. . .. 
. _. ''· . 
The curl or the vector Js is equal to the curl ot 
' 
, .. .. -
the vector formed by the gradient o~ ! but since! is . 
I . scalar: 1-
t. . . •. 
and there:rere: 
.··, .~.· i 
'Vx Ns :-. 0 - -
' --24-. 
~ 
t... ' • _, ' I,.. ' - . . ' .• ' ., ·- 1,· ' .'.'."-:--1·----, .' ·:::-··--·--·--· -.-.- ---.--.-- ----.-------~--:-··---:::::::--·-;-'--:----·----- -,---:-··· "'·-· ,..':_ 
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·· .............. , .... ,-r-··-~-.•····· -···•-•· ...... ,, .• : ... ,., ...... ". ~_:/• I 
~~~--~ . . - "'\rt . ,_ ',',\ 
. .' . ... - ' . -
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'' ' . ' 
' . 1 
. . 
J ... -----:·--... ' ' 
. ' 
;·. expanding this yields:. · . ,' . 
. ' NVx s .. i xVB = 0 . . . 
- .. . . 
. . 
. - .. ' 
,;,· ' . 
', j ' 
,~x S'f = l, i % VN • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .eq. 3 .. · ... 
.. 
. 
' > ' 
the magnitude ot the curl or s is therero·re g1Ten by- . 
' ; 
tvxSI =·h-<tSl)("lN )sin~ . . . ·, .. 
where d- is the angle between s" and the gradient of N.. · · .. 
- · Since the magnitude of the curvature vector is defined 
. . 
. • ... 
' . . 
. ' 
;· ,, 
• .1._. • • 
. '' 
' • ' I ' 
• .l. · .. : - '· .- ,', 
'·: .... :. 
by: . ~ ' 
I Kl = \ s \ ( ~ X s) 
. ~ . . '. 






. '), . 
the expanded magnitude or the curvatare vector is given .. •' 
;,· 
by:· • ' ,! • '• I •., • 
" " 
. . .. - ' ·,. . . 
.. ..... : . - . - •, . 
•• ,t!; 
. ... ., . · ... _ ...... -: 
, . . r ........ 
. . :. >: ' '. ... .. 
,,. . ' '::' .. 
~ ·- .'. . -· ., ~ " . 
_.,· . ·, •, .. · 111 = _( \s\ ) ( \ s I >/i ('vlf):s1n~ 
and since the magnitude e..r s is equal to unit,; the 
1 
. magnitude of the curvature vector! is giv~ by: •· .: ... '.· ·- · 
.. . 
••;· ., . . ' .. . . ' . -' . -
. f Kl = f s1no1., .· ..... -.. 
vheno/J = the angle between the i1ght path and the grad-~ .· _ .. ·· .· .. ·. , · 
ient ot N. . .. ·"'·. ·' .. . ~ .... ~. . . . . 
. . ·, ' ... ' 
- . . -.~ ·- \. .. ' 
.. ,' .. 
' ' 
.. 
This is the general vecto~ relationship tor the 
.. ' . . 
. . ' . 
. :: .. ·: · ··, · · ·--magnitude or euri1ature in a nonhomogeneous .material 
. ' . 
' . ,,'. ~Cc..... -
: ' -~ 
. ' . 
. . 
., - ----·-~------ .. :. ~. _:_, ........ ~--.-~-- -.-·-··'--:•···-· ,_ . 
. i ' •. ' • ' ' . 
··and monGchromatie. light ray. This may be fUrther 
simplified if the gradient or the index or refraotion 
... '. 
.· · .·· ·:. - :·1S OlleCQdimensionalo If N is only a function of the 
i, 
· ··. · · ·_ · .·: -_ · ,, . . "1 directi()n, then the gradient of N becomes the total -
. ·.·- ' ' . 
. -
' 
derivative of N With respect toy • 
I . 
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! t • - • 
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~ ' r , 
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Theretore a: · ·. · · 
.... • 1 • 
: . ' 
. ', .\ 
' . '· 
. . . 
· _f_KI = ! = 1 dN sinoG R ff dy 
. 
It the index of refraction N on1~ varies 1n the 
·1 direction, .then the curvature Will be only :in the 
x,y plane and by the definition of p1.ana:r _curvature: 
. . . 
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. ·,";·::- ·,.' .· .. ·, . 
' . ,:, . ·. - . 
: . - ··-
. ' . -. '• ,-, : ,_;·:;> .• 
. f '.~ 
. . •: 
· substituting this into the above equation w111 :,1eld: / .• < , 









di2 N dy · dx 
' 
Since o6 1s the angle between tha light pa th and 
' 
· the gradient ot N. the tangent of at 1.s equal to dx · · 
. 
. . fy 
. 
. 
·. ·as can be seen by figure 6. Using th.e tr:tgon~metric 
. . 
. . ~~.;:·:., 
. .-.:., ~ .. 
. ~~/ ·~~~~::;. 
'")I . 
· : · . · 1dent1 ty: 
•• ·1 • •'"' -
·~· 
. . ,. 
· 1 . =;_· ( 1 + 1~ >* = (1 -+ (!i%).2)t sin~ , tan dx 
Tl- - ' 
. 
. ... ~ ' 
.. ' . ' - . . . ·: -
/ . _.;.__-~ . . 
,'' - +; . < .. , • ~ • 
. ' 
. . . 
• J • '·. • • \~ ~ 
.. 
. ' ... :_,. ' ,: . 
···, . . . : . 
,·: , ' . 1·,~: ' \, . : • 
- . 
• • • -., • ' j 
·-: . ' . ..., . 
. , 
(;'? •• • _.. _- • • 
· .... ·\ ;_:·_ <~: '· .. ·.·: 
' . ' . '_•_ . -_,. ;_ ' 
. - ·- . . . . ~. ' . . . .. - . 
,·. ,·, .. •,' . ,·, ' ' .. ·. -' .. -. 
. . ; ... ) 
. and substituting into the ditrerent1a1 equation abeTe: · ·_ \.--.. - .. . . r,-·· 
. ' 
. . : , . . . .. 
: . .-, ' . .• : 
. • - I • • 
• -
-. • .. •• - ' + ,, •• J ; ~ -,/ • 
• I ... • 1 . •, 
. . . 
. :1 .• • -•. ~ 
. : (:) . . . . 
• -_. I 
The above nonlinear second order ordinary d1:rf erential ·-·-~----~------------~ 
I • 
· equation c:an be sol ed ror by taking 'the definite 
.·. · integrals of botlr sides from· a reference point to 
..... 
. · ~: - -- :-- .· , the point or' in:terest . and the subs't~tut~on p::-~i 
-
arter integration the result is: . 
"" 
•, ,· .'· 
' .'. :' 
. . N((l),~ + 1 )t = NB((ff, ) 2 + _1)i 
';--..f I ,• • 
. " . . 
" .. 
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... -, ·. 
' I 
·, · -~,. ConYerting back to tr1goneme·tr1c ·Talues since 
' .. 
· ,, · cotW)=dy/dx and that: 
. . 
'' 
... ' i 
. ,, '., . " 
\' , 'I ' 
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1 
· = (1 + cot~)'i- , sinot .. 
yields s 
.. ' . -: .·,· . ' 
. . . ~ ·~, 
·, ' 
' . - ' 
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•• • \I ' 
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. . ' ~ . . ' 
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Nsinol = N: sin~.._•••··•••• • ~ • • • • • • • eq. , R .~-a . 
... 
' . 
~ "· . 
' '. 
where NR and otR are known ref'erence Talues anywhere 
·. f. ,. 
··- - r·-~ , ' . . r 
along the bath of the light ray. 
The angleot is . the angle between the light ray and 
··the gradient of the index of refraction which is ori .. 
entated 1n they direction for the abo~e analysis. 
From the derivation it is seen that the only restriction 
. ' 
. tor Snell's law to be valid is that the index or retract-
ion in the nonhomogeneous med11lm is one-dimensional. 
A different derivation o~ Snell's Law than just 
presented yields more insight into the restriction of 
·,. 
this equation due·to the index of refraction. Furthermore 
this derivation sets up· the problem for two-·and three-· .. ---------·--··· .. 
dimensional composition gradients. 
V ., ' 
Restating equation 3: 
. 
' ' .ij 
' " 
~ 1 ~ . V x. s = ff s x 'vN · · ····· · · - - --- --- -- ---,------ ..... 
where as before, s is the unit vector·. normal to the 
















; . ti' . . 
· VB ,1s the gradient of the index et retraction. Using 
,, 
cartesian cciordinates and expanding equation 3 and . I .. 
. . ' 
. 
-, 
.. ' ' 
~ 
grouping the! terms, the .1 terms and the~ terms 
)'ields the three equations: 
s '?}~)••• ••••••• • eq.3a 
z~,, 
... • 
. ' ' t 
,, '!. T 
~ •' .. 
. -
<)Sx • dSz - 1(s .~N - ~riN)•••••••••••~q.3b 
-.x'dz I 





. ·-_ ,: 
.· ' .. ) 
dZ 'dX - N ZdX 
\ 
c)S:y: _ ~x = 1 (s d~ _ ~ a!j) ••••••••••• eq.3c 
dX d Y 'ff 'xoy 0 7tJX 
' 
·An.7 solution, for the index of refraction as, a function 
•f :3x,s1 and sz must satisfy these goTerning equaticns 





. .. · .-
· For the two--dimensional case, Sz= 0 and any 
partial derivative With respect te z is equal to zero, 
_ . ------~-- ·---- and the governing equation for two-dinretis1ons becomes: 
~ dsx 1( dN s d~)•••••••••••eq.3c 
-ax -. ay = N Sx.-ay - Yux . 
I, . since equation 3a and 3b a,re identically zero •. 
· From Figure 6, 1 t is seen that Sz=Sin!:ll. and s1 
I 
' ' ·, 
. is equal to cosct and furthermore the tanol = dx/dY. which -
'" 
' . . 
. ; ~ ' ' 
' :, implies that dy/dx ·is equal to .. the cotangent orot. 
Using the trigonometric id.entity relating the sine 
· of an angle and the cotangent of an angle the rGla tions·hip 
.. -·•·-··~'- . ----------·-.. ~-· - .. 
between the cosine and the cotangent yields: 
sx = 11 c1 + cf >2>t • '· • I' • •, 
' ' \ " 
.,._.,.. 
~' ' . 
s . = (dy/d:i/ (1 + (9Ji:)2y! 
. 7 dx . 
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2cmD Directional Cosines 
Figure 6 
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Leoking at the curved path of the light ray 1n 
' . . 







·x = g(:y~ . . 
- - -
(?3 - . 
Both o~ these representations are equally correct and 
both approaches should yield identical results. 
' 
For the one .. dimensional index or refraction · 
. ' \ 
- ' ,. .. ;,' . 
problem the index of refraction will be a function 
or y.only, therefore the governing equation becomest 
.;:z .. t~~ = * ~; 
If the path or the light ray is described by y::f(x), 
dy/dx will also be a function of x on1:,, therefore since 
·,. 
sx: and s1 are f'tmetions only or dy/dx they are functions 
of only x. Therefore the one-dimensional goTerning 
equation becomes:· 
1 g!I .... 1 A!_ •••••••••••••••••••eq. 6a 8x ax - H dy .. . 
where the total derivatives are used since s1 is only 
a function of x, and N is only a function of Yo 
· Making .the appropriate subs ti tut ions for sx and 
sy yields 0quat1on 4 which can be solwed as sh0~ to 
yield Snel1's Law0 













x = g(y)~~ the same solution sou.ld be .. obtainableo This 
representation Will yield· d::Jt/dy to bs a function ··cf 




· of. y· only, there:fcre the governing. ~qation will -be: 
. . 
. 
• - 1., ,g.~ = Jv ~N: oe·• • • ••••••• &OOO•eq'i> 6b 
S:x ~ 1\\ dy . · 
e:r by taking.de:rinite integrals from the·refer~nce 
. . ~ ' 
conditions to the point or int·erest,· this too will 
yield Sn_ell 1 s · Law • 
' ' 
. 




-. . be solved analytically,, and must be so1v:ed numerically. · 
/ 
If the composition is two-dimension~!, but the· grad.1ent __ -
or the index or refraction in the x direction is 
, 
significantly less that that in the y direction,. then the · _ 
one~dimensional analysis can be used, and by traversing 
the plane with a series or rays the index of refraction 
at each point along each ray can be determined by the 
onecmdimensio·nal analysis thereby resulting in an 
approximate two~~mensional profile of the index of 
·refraction an~ therefore compositiono Fu~.thermore 
for a three~d·imensional case, if the gradient 1n one 
direction is significantly greater than the other tw~, 
. 
the one~dimensional analysis can be used to yield an 
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The f@llold.ng table can be -used tc daterm1ne the approe 
. priate analysis for a. three~dimensional composition 
p.rob1emo 
. 
aN 'dN bN ,. Appropriate Solno . f l!.S-. '*' £As dZ ax ~y ' 
small small. large 1 eaD case N sin :cons "Can"'C 
' -: ~ 
small large large 2~D computer solution 
' 






The exact sol•tions tor the two~and three~dimensional 
case will not be discussed further in this papero Only 
· .the solution for the one~dimensional case will be 
discussed with occasional comments concerning its 
applicability to higher dimensional problemso _ It should 
though be realized that the one-dimensional aaalysis 
will give approximate results for the two~dimens1onal 
case if the gradient in one direction is significantly 
smaller than that in the other direction, and the one-
- dimensional analysis is also valid · for the three~imen--
sional case if the gradient in one direction 1s signif ~ 
' . 
icantly larger than 1n the other Wo directions& 
Suppose the index of refraction gradient is one~ 
dimensional and only in they direction which is defined 
as the verti~al, Figure 7 depicts a nonhomog~neous 
system co~posed of homogeneous layers, each layer haVing 
\ 
a correSJ)Gnding index or refraction~ If a light ray 
enters this system of layers, the path of the light 
~32aa 
.. 




• " 'I • • 
.. 
- , . ~. . ' ~ 
.. . - ' ~ 
. . 
. ' . . . . ' . 




ray rill descretel7 bend as· it enters each. consecut~Te 
layero Snell@s Law states that the product of the ~ndex 
o~ refracti@n and the sine of the angle the ray makes 
·w1.th the normal of the layer surface for one layer ~s 
equal to the preduet for the next layer, or:' 
N smtt.. ~ N sinct = N sin~ = 0 • • • 
·. 1 1-2 2 3· 3 . 
· If the layers are infinitesimally small the relationship 
N1 sind,1 = NsinoL, 
• is valid when N1 and sin~1 correspond to· any known 
· Talue anywhere in the path er the light ray, and N 
· and sinol is the index of refraction and(W of the paint of 
interest@ Sol_vll,lg for the unknown index or rerract1.cn 
. ..fa· ' 
yields: 
N = ~1 S_1n:bj 
· s1nou. 
The cotangent of alpha is equal to dy/dx therefore th~~,. 
unknown index of refraction N is given by: 
N = (NRs~R)(1 + ($)2)! 
if the trigonometric,identity for sine is usedc R 
rerers to the reference values, and dy/dx is the slope 
o~ the light ray at the point of interest~ 
.If th sl~pe at the reference can be determined, 
. - . . " .. '. . . . ... - ,. . . . . ~ . - . . - . ~ . . . .. . . ~ . . ' ·-
and the reference index or refraction is known~ then 
, the ~lope at the point of interest or the light ray is 
sufficient to determine the index\Or refraction at the 
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the fluid would need . to be sampled at the point to 
deter1111ne the composition al\d correspondingly the 
.index or refraction0. This ofcourse is not always desir-
, -
. 
able, and it ~ould be desirable it a relationship for 
. . 
· · ·determining the· reference. index of refraction from - . 
. .. . 
- . . -
. · .. 
''41 ."· • • 
. . . - . 
. . - . -- . 
. , . 
. . 
.., -·. 
·, ..... , . - ·,· 
the ray pa th and outside measurements • . - This can be done 
. ll th the aid_ of Figure 8. 
If the test section has a vortical-glass side and 
the light beam enters the medium as depicted tn Figure 
8, from Snell's Law it is seen that: .. 
II ..._ ... 
. Nasinp>a = Ngsin,Bg = NRsi¥R , 
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From trigonomet17 the following identity' can be 
shown:·. . . . . . 
' .. 
. ttmfi: Sim = ~ I 
~,R · ··· (tan/JR + 1)t 
The tangent or ~R is equal to the slope or the light ray 
, 
at that point0 If the path of the light ray\ is assumed 
to~be a polynomial such that: 
y· = A +. Bx + . cx2 + Dx3 + Ex4 + • • • 
and if the positi@n of interest is giv0n the x coordinate 
. 
equa1 to zero, the slope at that point will be equal to 
B. Therefore the sine of f)R will be equal t@: 
. , 
r.- :R 
sinpR - '"(B~ .. +0 "1")} •. 
• 
.. 
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- ':• ' ' ' ' . I . . . .. 
As can be seen from Figure 8 the angle olR is equal 
' . . 
.· •. · .. to 90°-f R therefore, 
. ' . ti 
. '' .. · · NRsirr.JR = NRs1n(9()0 - ,g:.a): = NRcos,BR . .. ' 





lfasi~a = 111ns1Dlit 
-· . ~ .. 
. •, - . ; ~ , 
solrtng tor W-R and lmcnwing what the sine or ~R is equ,al . · · : > . 




.. '. . ~. . . 
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. -~. . 
~ 0 0 C • H ,. 
. . ' ,- -, 
• ~-' • L ' '• 0 --,,_. • .~ 
theretore :: 




• < . 
'-;. , · .. 
. ..... Substituting ror sin#a ~d substitut1nf this into the 
. equation for the index ot retraction at a peint yielgs _ . 
' . . 
. . ' 
. ... . 
•· • ' > 
-, ~ - ; 
. . ( . 
. .,. 
', - . 




N = Nas~I (1 + .),2)t •••• ~ ••• eq. 7. .· · . 
Where N· is the index of refraction at the point of inter-
est, Na is the index. o:f refraction of air, ft a is the . 
angle or the light beam outside the test section rith 
respect to the horizontal as depicted in Figu;re 8, d.y/dx 
is the slope of the light ray at the point of interest, 
and B:is the slope or the light ray at x = O if the axis 
as depicted 1n Figure 5 is .used@ So that the sign of 
N is positive, and since the slope :Fr rill be negative, 
the sign of s1n,Ba must also be negativeo 
., 
I• 
' - . . 
... ' . , 
' . 
' ' ' 
) . ' 
' ' 
\. 
· .... , ' 
·' 
' " 
. ' ,., 
• 
,, 
. ' ' .. 7"~ ... ~ ;., - ···l' 
· · . ~- most cases., the simple substitution into equation 
7 or the value B from the curve fit is not sufficient. 
• 
The accuracy of. the value o:r B·. is highly· important !or · · · . " . 
·. - . ,' . 
. ·,. . .·· . 
• . ·:o '·, ' 
. ' • I 
• .,;~!- ~ . 
' / j. 
', ·- . - \ .• , 
.. 
. .._ ' 
. ' 
' ., ., -
. ·. 
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- • • • t 
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' . . . -- - . . . 
. ' .' - ·:-
t' . • 
'a 
the subsequent evaluation of the index of refraction at 
the point of interes·t, .. and therefore the physical 
interpretation of B: as· tbe incoming· slope of the light 
ray is import~t to remembe~~ Unfortunately the order 
or the.polynomial curve .tit of the light ray path may 
cause the value or B)to be untrue to the ·degree or 
.. 
accuracy needed s·een later, other methods may 
· be needed to ·correct ana yze the ray path. Therefore . 




It s .. -" · ..1.. ·· N = - & .ui,ui.(1 + (Sl)2)_i2"'• •·• •• ••• .eq. 8 
tan,BR dx . . . 
One important consideration must be made·. Equation 




., 8 exactly defines the eurva ture of the .light ray 1n a 
. . . 
one~d1mens1onal composition gradient, but the beam is 
perceived- only· by'~ scattered light from the inter--
action of the laser beam and suspended particles in 
the test fluids. But the actual location of the beams 
will not be seen due to the curvature imposed.on the 
. . 
scattered ray by the index of refraction gradiento 
This error ~r location designated here as the perception 
error can be accounted for by appropriate an.alysiso 
. r' 
• f 
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Figure 9 shows that the actual location ·or they 
, a • , . 
·. ' .. 
. component of' the ray will be equal to .the . observed 7 .. 
. ' 
·-
plus a correction c p• . Defining a a,l: coo::rd:ina te 
system With its origin at the actual location of the beam,· 
and assurnjng a·parabolic curvature or the scattered light 
ray 1n the ~,z plane and using the bOtlndry conditions:· 
J z(pO)- = 0 
.. 
. <'.I. . 
,' ' 
. ' . 
. ' . . .·,... " - .. 
: '., • • •, <, • ~ r 
.. 
~{z=O)) = tan)s. , ....... . '-~-·- ~-~·-·· -·· .. - : - ·-.-----,~..--~-··-·------- ---'~ .·------- .. , ....... ,. -· 
. . 




. '· ... ' 
. . 
.. 
~ . ' . ' 
' . 
. ·• . . . 
. '· 
. ~ .. ' 
. ' ..: 
' 
. ' . . 
, . '.. .. 
., - . .. ·"' 
dz· -
dz·(;r=l) = tan.5 
- V 




' ....... ____ 
-......... ~ 
-. ....._ 
and also realizing that if the composition gradient is. 
one· dimensional then Nsi~ = a constant along the per-
ception ray path, and·u~ing Snell's Law and.using . 
· Taylor•·s expansion theorem: . 
. N - N0 = ~6:t: 
__ it can be ·shown that the c0rrection is given by~· · 
~ 
. w~Nff 
·. . & = (1 +w ':UJ _ 
... t.;.p = t' ~k - '('!12(1 _ .. (lify2~')_+_L ... :t) .... f
Ng 
(tangs+ tanswli•o••·············eq. 9 
. where: 
and: 
.. . : ' ' ' 
. ' 
. . . . . 
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r· ·. .•v is the value et the index ot retraction at the point 
. ·, .- ··. ·.·. . . . -
:·: ·_ .. ,". · · where the scattered ray meets the wa11 or the test 
. ' ' 
·, . '. 
. ; . ., 
. ~ : ,, <. . . . . .' . . 
. ' . 
~ .··. . . . . . 
section. This point is labeled Yw• From Figure 9 it 
is seen that Yw = Yobs. + d er by substitutions 
V'i'Na 
~w =- (l + "If.le. - · N. -~g i + Y b ·. 
. L (..y2(1 _. <rg)2) + 12) o S• 
similarly·, dNw/dy is the derivative of the index of 
refraction at the point Yw since by i&:,lor"s expansiqn 
'-· 
. : . '_·· .·. 
' . ,-.- ' 
-. . t< .. ·, , ' 
· .· ". ..-: __ ~--~-'"-.-·, _ -_ 1 t is assume.d tc, be constant in the l\ r-s region since 1 t 
. ..,.. 
is smallo If this causes concern the derivative can be 







, •, ' 
I . .r ' 
' . 
' :" .. """'···-···.··· .. ----~,,.·~~-·-.··: .. ··· ·--, .. , ......... · and . ·-,;.. . thus :· 
. . . · -... · · .. · · Wall 
' - .... · 
, .. 
' ' ' ; . 
. ' . ' ' . ,. 
' . 
' - $ll'f.1t ~ ·icdN(;,obs1 ) + $\N(Ixl). · dy . . ' dy . . . dy . 
,- ... 
' . 
· -: · throughout the variable ~ has a va1ue as seen b7 F~gnre 
. : .. 
' . 9: 
. . 
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. -:. - --~7 . . . 
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- ' A complete der1Yat1on of the aboTe s·et ot equations 
. ~-
. . is presented in Appendix I. 
I • ( • • 
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only it the actual index or refraction is known, but the . •. ' ' :·· 
'.• 





observed index of refraction as computed from the observed 
C ,,' r ,•, ... . 
•. '-H- ·,. -~ ~ ·• • • 
- -- - ' • ' ' I,'~ 
· :-. ·.·-; path or the light ray is all- that is known, there:fore 
\, •• J ' 
. an 1terat1.Te process is needed. The steps are: I . , • • :·· ._ • l 
• . .• 7' •• 
,, 'L < 
-· . - . . '' ' . ., 
' . "' ._ 
. --::. ' 
. . 
. -
. - . 
. ' ' " 
1) From the observed curvature ·of;._ the light 
beam, the observed index of refraction is determined ~rom equation 80 . 
_' : ' \ . 
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2)1 The observed index of refracti·on is used 
to estimate the correction by equation 9. 
3) Yactual is estimated by y observed plus 
the correction from ·step 2o The new 
value of Yactual is used to c~mpute a 
new index of refraction profile and con-
sequently a new estimate of the correct-
i0n which is now added toy observ~d to 
obtain a better estimate of y· actualo 
4) This procedure can be continued until 
.. the difference be Ween subsequent index of 
refraction profiles is within experimental 
erroro 
It should be realized that the correction value 
· ... ·Will be minimized . if 1 is taken small and L is largee 
-42ep 
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L being large is simplr,·· a restriction on the location ct 
the camera used to record the path curvatur®o Also, 
tor. certain cases 1 can be chosen. ·small, thus avoiding 
the iterative procedure.. Although it should be evident :
7 
that, any value.·· of 1 and any funct1,on for N = N(y). 
.. ~ ' . ' ' ~ . . 
can be analyzed by the above method. 
Figure 10 depicts a graph relating the correction 
values for·a linear index.or refractien gradient and· 
·some sample sizes. It is seen: ror this case errors 
. , ' 
of less than .0211 are . easily obtainable, and accuracy et . 
' . ' 
less than ·.005''' for the location .. or the light beam is 
possible with but one or tw0 steps of iteration • 
The only problem which remains is to find the 
. _ .. -
I. 
. . . 
. ' . 
. ' 
. ' ·• .. 
.. .·. . ?'elationship between composition and index of refraction, 
. ' '· : . 
,' r 1 
- . 
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symbolically C = C(N). Many classical equations exist 
relating the index of refraction and den.si 't1'e The 
Lorentz-Lorentz equation was derived in 1890 for an 
infinite wavelength and an isotropic medium: 
N2-=1 · 1 . " f N2+2 d = k1 
·For.air and gases, this relatiensh1p-g1ves values for 
the constant within 002%, but f@r water the results 
are not goodo- In 1883, Johst investigated aniline and 
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,'. . .. Beer, 111. 1853 gave a r~lat1Qnsh1p' f'or gases, but·· ._· ·· .. :, ( ' --t" " ' ' --: .· . --
,;, 
. .. 
• t,. ' • • .. 
. . ·. ~ ·. · .. · it was extended by· Gladstone ·and -Dale to be valid 1n 
T ! ' 0 • ~ 
. 
I , ", ' ' 
Some liquids, and to some extent che:m1Cal unic:>ns. The 
. 
. 
... . . 
. _. . ' 
. · .. 
.Beer relationship is: ' . 
,• . ' . 
'', 
· .· · N--1-k 




. For· organic liquids, Zeccb:tni · and Eykmann in · 1 a9, . . · ~· . · . ··_.. 
,.., . . , . 
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. ' . ·-·· . 
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• • - j, • • • j • - • ' 
... ·. ·. suggested either of the following relationships: 
.. 
. ' . 
. ' .. 
. . : .. . 
• .. , • '1 0' I 
N2.-ll=k ·._ ' 
N3 + ·-d d · , 5 . -.. 
2 ·. --~ . ·. · .. : ;' 
N - 1 1: · · -· . ·, ~- .. 
N + .Ji: d · -~ . . . '- . .-· ___ 
--.. 
' . . 
,, 
',, 
. . . 
,- ' -.· ... . 
.. _ ... 
-- - _.. ' 
. . . . . ,. ,• 
.. _ \ 
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. . . 
• . .•I' :,, ~ 
' . 
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. . , . . . 
,· . 
. ., . "· . 
~ ... ' ' . 
I • ? 
'. 4 ' 
•.: •', '_• '"• '!. - I ( 
, 
. ·, : . ~ . - . . . 
: .. - . -. 
~ • I • ,t. ' .. • ~ 1926, Lichtinecher proposed the tol1ow1ng . , • .. . ''!· '. . , • .._ . '.' . . ,;_, .,. • • - ., • . i 
.. :~ ·· .. ' ~; ' ..... ' --· ' - .. ·.. -. ' . 
• • - ' •• + :._ • 
. ,· 
' ..... ' . 
. ? . \ ... · ~ _.. . .. . ·, · .. ·. .. . : '. . 
- ··· ·.: .· .... : :.·' · . · ·relationship_ for liquid mixtures: 
• • • - •• - >-~ • 
I 
~ 
i . . . . . 
. _ i . • ; ·-
. ' . . 
. - ' '' •• -. l, 
· J.og N = k_ ·. -. : ·.. : . ~ .. . • • t 
. . ' ... - . 
. '' ,· ~" 
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.. ·: ,· .... · .:_. ' 
cl ' ---~' . ' . . . .. '' -- . ' 
.. 
. . : ·.· -· 
. ·: .. 
· .111·· or the abov~ relationships· express the derts1 t1 
' -. ' - . 
. ' 
. as a ftu;lction or the index of. refraction. But what is 
· :: : · · desired, is the C$.>mp0sition as a runc'tion of' the index 
.. ,·'. 
' .. ; . 
;. ,··:. 
. or refraction,_· therefore it· is necessa:ry· to know the :· . -
..... --····---~ 
. . . 
relationship between the composition an,d the density. 
. '., 
. -- ...: .. _. ·------.- _,._ __ ...... , .. ···-~~ - . 
' ' . "' 
. . 
The choice or thi.s relationship may· be linear, or it 
may be empericalo Fu~thermore, any or the above equations 
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tnnction ot wavelength,) and there:rore must be evaluated 
for the wavelength of the monochromatic light source 
US1ed by the app·aratus. .The evaluation. · of this constant 
. 
in fact requires the knowledge or the index of refract-
. . . 
',, l 
·, - ' . . ' . ion for a particular wavelength and composition, and : ' ,' ,· ' . ~ . ' ... 
· -·-therefore needs a procedure to accomplish this. This 
' . 
.. 
same procedure could also be used to determine the index. . ~ . 
. .,... 
of retraction for a variety or eomposttions. This 
·1nf'ormation can then be curve titted wi.th the resul.t 
of an emperical relationship for the materials of 
. . 
interest and for the wavelength of the light desired. 
Therefore a relationship such as the following can be 
determ:lned: 
I 
C = A2 + B2lf. +. ciN2- + n2w3 + ,•• 
. . 
I:, • f • . 
- . ·., ·, 
.· '.: 
. .·, ;. . . 
. . . 
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- •-,,.-I 
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. . )t . 
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. :· ·~ ••• -. :~. • 1 • 
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. . .. 
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A-mathematical procedure ean now be stated for the 
determination of the composition at any point along the 
light ray. It the path of the light ray 1s·a p~lynomiala 
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. . . 
· ·. ·.·.•• then the index or refraction at any point a1ong that line · >· 
. . . •.. ,· ·.:.. . . can be determined by: 
. ··. ' ,'' . ' 
~ 
. ' ( ... .·, ' . . .:-., ' . ~ 
. . . N : !!a ... ~inf&c1 + 
_ _ _________ .. _ ... _ .---o----c-. . taneR · 
, . • I 
. . . . . ' . 
'• I • • ,.·' • 
..... : ,, ~ .. 
when Na and ~1¥a are defined as before, and dy/dx is 
· .i(· defined as: 
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From the·computed values or the.index or retraction, 
the composition at any point along the ray path can be 
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determined from the emperical relationship vhich gives. 
the compos.1t1on as a f'u.nctiOn or_~/index·· of refraction. 
Or, if everything is combined, the compositJon'at any 
point along the light ray is given by:. 
r . 
Nasin·'"J a · ti\~. 2 t C = ~ + B2(·-1;ai,j·-: · (1+(Bt-2Cx+~•• •) ) .) 
.' I R <1 
+ C (Nasin-,.·a(1+(».t-2Cx13oi?+•• •)2)) 
. 2 -t~JR. 
+ ..... $•0 cs,. & 
. 
when ~,B2,c2•••·are the coefficients of' the curve f'i.t 
polynomial relat1ng the index of refract.ion and the 
composition, and when A.,B,c.·, •••are the coefficients of 
,., 
.·. .. · ... 
-
'. . 
... ,' .. ... 
. ' 
.. ' 
..... · .. ' 
·- • -- - ..... ---···~- -·. :·:-----· .... .:__ < 
.. 
. -~ ·. 
the polynomial describing the path or the light ray. • 
Also as before, Na 1~ the index of refraction of the a1r, 
_. and ,6 ais the angle in the air that the light ra~ makes 
' ' 
.... ~ ~~ ." 
. ' ·t• ...... 
• I" . • 
.,. • ' • • t 
_· ' .. · - ~ ; 
. . . 
.. . 
• I O •, • 
. · ~·· . . . 
. -,- · with the normal to the surface or, the side of the test ·· ... · -· · 
· · · · . ·- , ·. -' . section. 
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acco7:11panin.g · _optics for the proposed apparatus. A 
oompl8te d~sign for the apparatus used tor th:ls thesis 
. 
is presented in the following section. 
, . . .. 
. • "i;-• ,'\ • \ 
.. . :.; .. ~ . 
, ... · .. ' 
• r ..,•,.-'I., t · 
. ,I :!:~ The resolution or the proposed procedure is based 
' 
- .- . - --,···--· - -· .. --·---------- --- --- ... 
... . 
•. . 
~ '.. ... ... , • I' : 
·"" . 
• •'7 • I ' • 
, • > 
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. ,It,··. ' '• 
. ., . 
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,•, 
. .. ' •, 
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\,' 
·pr1mar1,ly on the width or the laser beam used. ·,. The 
. . ' 
. · conventional low wattage lase:r has a beam , width o:r 
- ' ' 
a . ., . 
' . 
'... '\. 
,- ', ' 
·, .·,., 
approximately· 1.0 ·mm. If the desired resolut~on is . . .. . . . -,. ,:. . .. ·.~ '. . ': -~ ·.' 
. ' '.: ~ ' . 
. 
only of this rnagni tude, then the laser can be used ·. 
directly as the- light source. But for many applications 
the region or composi t1on change 1s not. large enough or 
' . 
. . ' 
greater resolution is desired and it becomes attractive 
to focus the laser beam into a narrower beam. The 
smallest obtainable ·width of the laser beatn is dependent 
on the wavelength of the beam. It a beam of 1ight is 
~. . . 
. . 
. ... . 
,, . ' . '.·· . . 
;· ·. ·;1 
. 
'• -
·,. . ,· 
...... 
' '. · .. 
. ' 
. ' 
•• -· t .. •, 
' ' 
-~omposed of rays that are perfectly parallel, with 
perfect optics and alignment this beam ean be theo:re.t-- . ., 
. . , . 
.. - . -
.· ' '. . ' •,,' ', . 
' .... 
. . 1cally f'o~used to a point. But even with a laser beam, · 
the rays ef the beam are net perfectly parallel, and 
. 
·can have a typical divergence or Oo8 milli.Tad:lanse 
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· An optical system as depicted 1n· Figure 11.can be 
used to obtain very small focused beam widths. It con-
sists of a strong objective lens which focuses the laser 
. ·~ 
· beam onto a pinhole. The pinhole does not allow non-
parallel light through since they will not be focused 
to a point. The size of the pinhole is governed by.the 
strength and thickness or the desired probing beam. 
The smaller the pinhole, the smaller the focused probe 
beam but the gr.eater the diftract1E>n or the beam after 
,, 
the pinl1ole and the greater the complications or 
.. 
, I•, 
I., . •<J. r 
I ' ol o 
' . . ~ 
I : 
. '· ,·. ' 
. 1 '' , 
' . ... . 
. • '1 ' . 
. - J 
' ' . tocu~ing the be~ back to parallel. Figure 12 shows 
the re1at1Te intensity for a single slit diffraction 
. ' . . . . . ' 
1-'"J ~~ . 
for parallel light impinging on a slit ef three different 
t • ' 
sizes. a is the slit size, and~ is the wavelength 
____ ,, __ .. ·---:-· ,.~ --:.---~---- -or the 11ght source. For the wavelength o:r the laser 
·: . '- : . . 
, · used, a =· 10A corresponds to a slit size of 6.328 . '. ' .. 
. . 
. _-. ·.. . . microns. For the eptical s:rsten being discussed 1n 
- ·_-.'; ., .: - ,i .• 
this section, the light source is not parallel prior 
.. ·-· --~- ·-·----- ,-----·- ,.. - to the pinhole but has already been focused to ob~ain 
• • • < : ~ ', - : • - '• -
,..,. 
as much or the light as possibleo Fo.rthermorej a pinhole 
is used and not a slit at 1n Figure 12, but_ qualitatively 
. ·1t is seen that the lens. following the pinhole must be 
strong since 1 t must not only account for the spread 
or the beam .caused by the first l0ns, but must also 
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.. ·~ ·- ... ~ .. . . 
• 
( ' 
. ,, ., 
I 
.. 
~herefore the first lens,.the pinhole, and the second 
lens must be matched, and this is the way they are 
., usually -sold by -the supplier and is known as a collimator • 
. 
After the second lens the rays are usually parallel, at 
., 
this point a ·system 9f two lenses is added which when 
.. ' 
' 
adj·usted in relative position will vary the focal length 
of the probing beam. The focal·point of the prebing 
beam must be long eno~gh for two reasons,_ first the 
' . ' 
smallest width -of the beam must be inside the test· .· 
.. 
section where the readings are desired, and secondly,· 
}_ 
' ·.I . 
: .'; 
. . . . . ' 
.·. ):?\~~ .. · .. the longer the focus the smaller the width or the probing 
beam will.be, over t~e testing region. The optical system 
' ... 
. : .\ 
.• • ~ft 
... ,- ';, ' . 
..... . ~ 
' ~ - '' . 
• • l - ' - • • ~. ' '. 
- '. ,. 
'. . . 
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"'.. ' , 
' • I ' 
. ' 
_ that has just been described should give a minimum 
beam width diameter of less than 0.001 in. This 
- .. 
. . . . 
. ·. •. . ·.· . 
·.. . 
::::_:~->-··.· · resolution is very good for an experimental technique, 
. '·: .. ' .. ' . 
. ;- ' 
• I• 
. ~ . ' ' 
•··_ .. ·:· · · · .-- ; ·_· · and" certainly should be applicable is cases when a 
• J . 
composition boundry layer is to be analyzed. 
·A much-cheaper optical system can be designed 
that yields a minimum beam width smaller than o005 
. 
inches. This resolution is adequate :for almost any -
application. If the divergence or the laser beam is. 
. . 
·~ : .. 
.. . 
;•, .. 
' . j· ,, 
. . ~- : 
. .. 
·.; 
'l',; .. '\,1':·•'1-(:.., ... , ......... ~.;,-,.: • ,.; ,",~~.·.,w~ ,·. ~;- t • < • 




- not corrected for and the beam is. assumed nearly· parallel, 
which it isj a simple'two lens system m£Ay b~ usedo 
This system is depicted in Figure 13 and is essentially 
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' ·--. 
the colliinatar is not present. There are several advan- .. 
• 
tages for this simpler system, primarily it is cost, . 
but· also the width of the laser beam as it enters the 
first lens is only about 1.0 nnn •. while before in tµe 
.. ' . ' ' .' . 
-
system depicted in Figure 11 the beam after the colli-
' ' "\ 
'•.. . 
mator is much larger than 1.0 mm. This allows less · · · 
~ . ; ... - .. ' 
~ . . - . . . _. 
• • ~ • '.,' I I ' I ' . • . • 
.. '.. . . . 
• ' • ··, • 'i ' 
-.~·,_r • 
•' ; . ' ,' . 
grinding or the lenses or the simpler design since 
only .the middle 1.0 ncrn. o"r the lenses· are used. . . . '.. ~- . 
-~: 
. 
As. preViously explained, it is des1rab1e that the . 
probing beam have a very long focal length. Ir a 
positively· ground lens l.\t!d a negatively grou.nd lens 
are matched properly, the desired result can be obtained •. 
The thin lens appr·ox1mat1on is used and can be stated: 
I . 
, . 
.. ' . 




!1 + ~ = +1 . ' . . . .•. ·.~,; . '. . 
· .... 
· w,hen O is the length f'rom the observed object, 1 is 
. 
the length from · the lens to the rocused image, and r is . 
the focal length of the image, and 1 refers t~ lens 1. 
For lens 1 the rays entering the lens are d:1rectly 
, from the laser and are therefore very accurately assumed 
parallel. Therefore o1 is equal to infinity and the 
equality 11 = r1 results.. Using the new image located 
. 
a distance of f 1 from ·the first- lens as the new object 
and realizing the desired result is approxilnately 
. ' 
•· -_J ' 
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· ·· > ··· · the equa~ty t 2 = o2• But t 2 is negative, and therefore . 
' . 
: 1.,-:, 
. . . 
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. . o2 is negative and therefore the results are the 
posit1on:1.ng of the lenses as seen·in Figure 13c where 
· the distance between the two lens?s is r1 + r2 , or .· 
• if' t 2 is realized· to be negatiTe the distance is r1 • · 
.;... f 2 ( r2 is the absolute value.,),. . . . 
Another optical system that can be used is. s1mpl7 
using a spherical mirror of a.moderately long focus, 
and reflecting the laser beam from it. Change in focus 
can be obtained by adjusting the mirror's position in 
relation to the test section. It is desirable to have 
the laser as close to the optical axis of the mirror 
as poss1b1e to avoid some minor optical problems such 
as astigmatism, see Figure 14. The mirror does not 
·.;·· ·--:: ·:· _,i:_·::··. · ._: __ need to be parabolic since the used part or the mirror . ' . 
. - ' 
. - .. 
. . ' . 
' . . 
is only the di.meter of the laser beam, and therefore, 
the actua1 focal ratio of the system is very large. 
.. . 
• 0 ~. I ' I • 
. . . I . 
. . . " . 
. .. , .. , . : .. 
The mirror system has the advantage of easier alignment 
than the lens system, but .. the leris system is more compact. 
and 1n the long run more a~justableo The optics for 
.. .fl. 
.. -~ -·--·····---------~ .. - ....... -.. ---·"'~ - ..... 
- -
. ' 
e1 ther system are very inexpensive and give a minimum 
. 
_probing beam.diameter of between @003 and 0005 inches(;> 
An optical bench is used for mounting of . any of the 
optical systems, the optic~l bench must be fully 
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This section first presents the physical descrip.-
tion ot the apparatus, and then the exper~ental 




and finally the experimentally determin~d concentration· 




The actual test section where the fluids are eon~ 
tained, has inside dimensions 0t 2.8 inches in the 1 
- ' 
- . . -~ 
'.'• '\ . 
-~ t. . • . ... 
': . ,• ... - . 
-~ ~ 
. · direction, ;.o inches in the x directiont and 1 o 12; inches 
1n the z direction. The test section is const.ructed 
or t inch thick mach:lned plexiglass. Two 1 .• 5 mm. thick . 
. . 
.. . . 
.. , ' 
.. first surface mirrors are mounted on the two x,z I 
planes of the test section at X = OoO and X = 5.0 inches. 
· . ,' ·: These mirrors reflect the laser beam .back and forth so 
. . 
... 
. .. . . 
that the incoming beam can be at a very slight angle 
·, .. ' -
_ : ... : ... _: .. : . · vi th respect to the x axis, yet the beam can still 
traverse the entire height or the test section { see 
Figure 1, ) •. . . . ' ' 
: , . 
.. ; ',·. . . The test section is enclosed in a plexiglass 
. 
. ' ' 
. . 
container which: is 6.7; inches high md 6.2J inches long, 
. 
and threa inches deepo This container is opaque except 
ror _a slit all~Wing the laser beam to enter the test 
· -57ca 
,. . ' 
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. section,: and , the tJ-ont surtace which is good quality 
p1ate glass and allows observation and photography of 
the beams path through the test fluids. 
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lid which· r1 ts snugly ~ inches into . the top or· the .' , : .. 
... · .-·' ' . . 
. . . 
· outside container and thus sits directly on top or the;· ... ' ' ' ' 
- ./ ' ,; 
test section, sealing it from the outside enVironment.· 
· This 11d is scribed with a rectangular grid one inch b1 
11 · · . ~ 316 inches which is illuminated during photography allow-· 
... 
· ·ing the simultaneous recording of the laser beam and 
' . ' 
• ' .: j reterenee grid. ) ' • . l ' . 
. 
The lid of the container includes two 3/32 inch 
· · . di.ameter portals which allows the loading or the test 
section. After loading, these portals are sealed to 
prevent evaporation loss or tqe constituents. A more 
detailed description of the loading procedure is present-
ed during the discussion or the·experimental procedure. 
This entire assemblage fits into a 4oO inch high 
·stand to allow proper elevation ~Qr the camera align-
ment •. 
'... . . 
. , I :· 
. - . ...,. . ' 
' _; 
. . ~' 
~ : ' ' 
- --.·.- ------' --------- . ___ -_,,, --- -
--
Bolted to the side of the container and.stand is 
a twenty~four'inch -optical bench which allows full and 
independent x,y· and z positioning of' the laser9 lens 
focusing system, and the diagonal setupo The diagonal 
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the incoming angle ot the probing beam, and is an 
optical flat er accuracy better·than t wavelength 
or sodium light. The test section, container ·11d, and 
optical bench.are attached and bolted to the test tab1e 
which yields a rigid system. Also,meunted on the test 
table is another optical bench, again allowing full . 
x,y, and z plus rotational alignment or the Nikon 
35 mm. camera used to photograph the grid and the laser 
beam in the test section. During the test, the phOto-
graphs are taken in complete darkness except for the 
laser beam and the reference grid. 
Because or the long duration of the test, about 
-~ 
two weeks, no attempt was made to obtain the temper-
ature control which ~ould be necessary to assure pure 
molecular diffusion .. The test set up is located though 
1n a f'u.lly air conditioned and isolated roomo During 
the photographic sessions the temperature of the area 
next to the test section w~s monitored@ The measured 
temperatures ranged from 76g Fo to 79°F, and larger 
changes could have been present and not measured0 
Undoubtedly this fluctuation although fairly small 
caused density gradients during the diffusion process. 
Therefore .ill addition to the molecular diffusion, 
additional mass transfer was the result of the slight 
convective currents present$ 
.. , 
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It was decided to use ethylene glycol and water 
as the two test fluids because of the relatively large 
difference between their index of r~fractions and the1r 
complete mutual solubility. As mentioned before, the 
D -
laser beam can only be seen in the fluid because of 
the scattering of the light by suspended particles in . 
· the fluid... It was round that distilled water had 
sufficient particles to allow the beam to be easily· 
visible, but the amount of suspended particle.s ;n the. 
pure ethylene glycol was not sufficient -to yield a 
light path of equal brightness to that of the water. 
- Therefore it was decided to use· a slightly diluted 
ethylene glycol solution and distilled water as the 
two stock solutionso A stock solution of 83e2 percent· 
by weight aqueous ethylene glycol solution was prepared 
and used in conjunction with the distill.ed water. 
The loading procedure of the test section consisted 
or flowing first 030 pounds or t·he distilled water1 
from a reservoir located about.12 :lnches above the test 
section, through tubing and through two very th:ln glass 
. tubes which passed through the portals in the lid and 
down,to the bottom of the test sectione The 83.2% by. 
,. 
weight ethylene glycol solution is more dense than the 
water, and is therefore introduced to the tes.t section 
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• 
slowly·, and still througfu the glass tubes which are 
right up against the bottom of the test seet1ono This 
is done so that any .initial ~low of the fluid is pre-
dominate1y in the x,z plane and not 1n. the y direction • 
. This loading procedure resu1ts in a :fairly distinct lay-
ering of the two stock solutions. The total mass or the 
ethylene glycol solution introduced was 029 pounds, .. 
which,. because or the known concentration of the stock· 
solution,. implies that .24 ~$unds of pure ethylene 
glycol, and .05 pounds of additional water was added to 
the test section. At the completio~ or the loading, the 
two glass tubes were careful.ly w1. thdrawn and the 
portals were plugged to avoid evaporation • 
The system was left alone for about thirty minutes 
to allow any internal flow to minimize and al1ow the 
·density variation between the two solutions to force a: 
nearly ori.e=dimensional composition gradient •. 
.. 
After thirty minutes, photographs were taken which, 
after appropriate analysis, yielded the initial condition 
composition profile which is necessary for the so1ution 
of the one~dimensional restricted diffusion problemQ 
Photographs .were taken on Panatomic x- Kodak :film because· 
of its fine grain qualitiese- · Bttt this film is also 
very slow, and at each session exposures wera taken at 
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graphic sessions was recorded in addition to the temp--
era ture or the air surrGunding the test sectiono The 
photographic sessions which were later analyzed occurred 
. . 
at the initial condition session which is designated 
- ---· ~.-----,--,-----1..- . .L-- .•. - .• , 
as zero hours, at 24 hours, 68 hours, 1'16 hours, and 
finally' 306 hours which .is equivalent to 12e75 days. 
-
The film was developed and printed for reference 
. · and included in Appendix 2 of this thesis. The act"Q.al 
coordinates or the light rays·, were determined by pro-
0 jecting each.image onto graph paper and picking of the 
point$ or the ray. Knowing precisely the dimensions 
ot the grid, the scale and any possible alignment 
' ·, 
distortions were determined. After these adjustments, 
the graph coordinates of the light rays were reduced 
to the actual physical coordinates of the light ray in 
the test section~ These coordinate points are all that 
are -necessary to determine the composition profiles tor 
any particular picture, and therefore at any particular 
time. Next is a discussion of the comput·ational 
., 
methods needed to determine these composition profiles. 
I 
, ' 
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·The physical coordinates of·the light ray path 
must be appropriately· analyzed to yield the composition 
profile. This is done by fitting the data to poly-
nomial curve.fits, then using the appropriate equations· 
the composition profiles can be evaluateg. 
All curve fitting was done by a least squares 
method utilized by a Lehigh University Computing 
. Center library- program. It was soon realized that a 
large order polynomial fit that would yield small enough 
, 
errors between predicted coordinate and ·experimental 
values would also result 1n large and erroneous changes 
of slopes. Since the data reduction equations require 
accurate measurements or· these slopes, this procedure 
was intollerable. Therefore, the light ray path was 
divided into four regions, each less than onch inch in 
height() Each of these regions was analyzed separately 
I ', 
• ·• -·- ~ o••,,R-·-r-----~~ · .. ----~,'· '"' • • 
· to obtain the correct curve fito To assure the contin-
uity or the slop of the curve fits throughout the entire 
test area there was a c0,1 to o2 inch overlap into each 
I 
. . 
region from its neiboring region0. For each of these 
overlap regions, curve fits from_zero order to fourth 
order were obtainede Also obtained ~or each curve fit 
• 
-· ' - ' - . ~ 
, I 







,. . .  ·, . ' 
is the variance unaccounted ~or by regression. The degree 
f'it ~1h1ch yielded the smallest variance was chosen to 
be the appropr~ate curve fit. Therefore, one ray path 
was represented by rour. separate polynom~als which would 
predict the actual coordinate points we11,. and also. 
· given accurate values ~f the slopes for any point along 
the light ray path. 
From this curve fit information it 1s now possible 
. with the use or equation 8: 
. N ~ lf T~n~ (1 + (~)2)'i'• ••••••• eq. 8 
to obtain the index of refraction at any point in the 
exper1menta1 region or the test section. If a cor-
relation curve ~s known between the indeX of refraction 
and the composition, the c9mposition may be determined 
at any y position in the experimental region of the test 
.section. 
' 
. This relat:1.onship between the index or refraction 
and the composition is well known fc,r S(l)dium light and 
is nearly linear as can be seen in Figure 16a But the 
laser light is not of the same frequency as that or 
sodium light, and that same relationship need not hold. 
·Therefore either a new corre1ation curve or an alternate 
procedure is necessaryo 
This can be done if a linear relation·ship is 
assumed between the ~ndex of refraction an_d the composi~ 
., 
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tion for the frequency or the laser light. Therefore 
equation 8 must be combined with the following: 
e = K1N + K1r•••••••••••••••••••eq. 10 
orcourse, the values or K1 and KII must be determined 
for the. frequency of light used. 




retraction is determinable at two different compositions, 
f~~ example:· 
. , 
1) The composition cI ~s an 1ndex of refraction 
of NII · - > 
2) The composition c11has an index or refrac-tion NII · 
Substituting eqation 8 into equation 10 yields: 
e = KI~a.s,1~£a(1 -t- (.9.l:>,2)i + KII 
. tanpR · dx . ····· .. ·, ' 
Using the above two boundry conditions and substituting 
into equation 10 gives:· 
- - ~ -, .... ' ._. 
CII .. CI ~ = N. ·- NI II ' . . . . ' . 
·. .. ' ! • . 
' . 
L' ·~ • '• • .: ' • • ·~~ ! ' 
. ' . ··. 
. ' 
. . . ·~. ' 
. -- . 
' '- . .• 
',.' -
• "c, • 
. . ·.-· ; .. 
... 
•· ... - --~- -· ......... -----.. -. :-·~:-···~-·-:- ·.·•·· .. -·~.:- .. 
Substituting this into .. the above and rearrallging yields: 
' 1 •, C•· ' 
. 
But it is furthe'.r.possible to obtain an expression 
' ' 
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some minor limitations are -made on the procedure ot 
the experimente Ir the experiment is correlated by 
passing a laser beam through the test sect~on through 
two layers or known concentration and the angle of the 
light ray 1n those layers is recordQd,: 1 . then as before 
. ,/•' •. 
along the light ray~ 
' --·~ . 
. . . • ' . 
. Rrs~I = NitS1n~I 
: ~ . ' 
. . . 
. ' ' . 
-
or solVing tor NII - N1 Yields: 
. :NII - N : N1(SJ:nol;t . - 1) 
. I , sin~II 
'- . ,- . 
- · .. ' ··'. 
. ·- . 
~ ~~ . ,. ' ' '; '. '. \ ·: ' . 
Factoring out ~1, the above substitut1onyj.eldst 
e : eII - CI cNas!,n~~(1 + (!lt) 2yi- _ 1 ): + (1 ! (s!nc{1., • 1) Il1tal}BR dx · · · · I· 
' Sinc,(,II . (J . . . . . 
It the same angle /3a is used throughout the test, 
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~I +oGI = 900 
therefore: 
,· -: ·. ·· .. ' 
' 
and finally it can be stated that the following equation 
which is used in all the reductions of the coordinate 
data of the light ray path to yield the concentration 
data 1 s valid:: 
, c=- . e1r co CI co st./., 
c - e;; ... =-! s --e,-= - -- eE == Zi!I( _ _ _ . (1 ~ 
sin-i1 .- . R 
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In the above equation, cII is the known. concentration 
• 1n region II, and c1 is the known concentration in region 
I. oli I is the angle that the laser beam makes with the 
y axis in region I, and s1m11arlyoti11 is the angle that 
is made With the y axis in l'egion II, see Figure 17 • 
For the particular case studied, the layer or distilled· 
water was region I and the layer of 83e2% ethy1ene 
glycol was region II. These two layers were introduced, 
and thirtr minutes later the first picture was taken • 
In that short time essentially no diffusion had occurred 
outside a very small middle region, and in these outer 
regions is where the angles o6 I and ct II were taken. 
As a guide for the constant composition requirement 
for these two·regions the zero hour picture showed that 
the light ray\·. was exceptionally straight in these two 
regions, thereby showing the lack er a composition 
gradient. Aga:ln f'or this case eI was equal to 0.000 
and c11 was equal to o.8320 If these concentrations 
had not been knomi, initial sampling in these regions 
would have be~n .. necessary. 
I , 
I ' • • • • 
• .- .. > 
--· .... ------·--~--------~----·- --·-' ·- ---· 
· It is important to note ~he ef'f ect of the angle 
- ·----·--'-'----.-- ,.· ·- .. --- •. -~·--·· -- .. 
. ' 
~ ' . 
- .. - .-·-------·· .. , .. ___ . _ __, ____ -.-:,--'· ...... . 
/JR on these calculations., Once again fiR is the angle 
that the incoming ray·makes With the horizontal. at the 
point of entry just inside the test.section~ It is a 
. 
. function or the composition at this· point, and therefore · 
-69-
' . 
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changes as the compositi<?n changes at this point with 
~. time, i'urthermore it is also a function on the angle of 
, . 
.·,. ·~: :,-, ' .. 
,- ... '• 
l. .- - . • 
. ,, - . . 
,, , 
· the laser beam in the air. For example, if the angle;Ba 
·1s equal to zero,~R is equal to zero regardless of 
the composition at that location since Nas~a is equal 
to NRsin,Ba-and sinAa_ is equal to zero. Therefore 1n 
general it is either necessary to measure;5R precisely 
. because of the heavy dependence on its knowledge for 
equation 11 to yield correct results, or to sample the 
material at this point to solve for,.BR,. or use some 
other criteria to determine Pn• It should be realized 
that tan,BR essentially· fixes the concentration at the 
point or the incoming light beam, and as tan/R changes 
so does the calculated value er cc,neentration. In the -· _ 
particular diffusion case studied, the value for/JR 
changed by less than 8 minutes of a degree because of the· 
very small angle/ a • A small /3a was selected to yield 
. . . . .• i • · · accurate and precise results throughout the experimental 
. . ':,' ·- ' 
~ '. . 
,.~ - :.:. J .•. 1 r' . - . 
. . ' . . 
. ' . 6 
'-- ' ........... ' ... -.,.-.,,-, ...... :7..__ ... , ' ... ,...O!!e,'llla- ,, :r+ ...... ·- ..... _ 
• 
test region. The small change tor t8n did not allow an 
accurate measurement spread for the slope at this point,· 
. and the ref ore the appropriate · value for tan,BR was selected 
·that gave a. composition profile that _conserved the mass 
·· of the ethylene glycolo Because of this and also for 
, 
checking the compositions, a relationship giving the 
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prof'ile was necessar1---and its derivation is presented 
·... below. 
,• ' 
, e ,' 
. 
:. • J' ... ' 
The determination or the total mass or ethylene 
glycol from the composition profile is slightly compli-
, 
cated by the variation of the density of the mixture. 
w1 th composition. This though can be accounted for b7 · 
a differential approach. The concentration or a partic-
ular constituent 1n solution 1-s de~ined as the mass of 
that constituent divided by the total mass in that 
~ 
vol1;ime~ This definition can .be ·extended and specified 
.. 
,· .. i' 
• • . • I 
. . 
,,, .· .. 
I • 
- . .,: _ .. ·. ,, ' . 
. . .. 
,,.,,,,,. -
. . ' ,_ . ~· . ' 
.... ' .. 
' : -
. . - ,• .. for the particular case of an aqueous solution of . . ~. _... :·.. . . . : . 
· ethylene glycol .• 
at a p.oint ··is: 
The concentration of ethylene glycol · \ · .::· ,. · · · · ... 
. ·' . .·. 
. .-• .. 
' -. ' ' ~-
. ·-:. ~·' ,; •• 1. ..... ':' \' . ' - ' -
c(y) = limit ~ass of ethylene glieol in~ 
V-+O Total mass in V 
. ' 
. . ' . ~ . ·-
.· The mass or the material in the volume V is given by 
. -.:: ~ ' .. ' . 
. ' . 
. ' -
. the density of that .mixture Cfm.1x) times the volume v. 
Taking the differentials yields: . .. 
·.• ' .. 
., .. 
''·:/ dM 
-C(y).. = · ·if 
· , . /Jmix · 
' .:-~-: . ,•. 9: . ~ .. 
-_.·. _.·:~·~'-: .·_ · .. 
···------,..- ---- -
.. ----------·- -- --- ---- - -- ' ~ ' 
if dMeg is the dif.f erential mass o'f' the ethylene glycol 
contained in the differential volume dVo If a one~ 
. . 
.. : .. -,.---~- dimensional case is considered, and therefore the area , 
· of the diff erentia.1 volume is a constant (At) then 
dV =·Atdy and it can now be stated that~ 
-72-
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.. 
. . . 
SolVing tor ·dMeg and taking the definite integrals 
from point 1 to point 2 yields the total mass of 
ethylene glycol between points 1 and 2: 
. . 
f'- -. '. .. .' 
.. ' 
2 
Meg1+2 = At~1 c(y)fm1xdY 
• ,' .,_ II ~ 
-~ .: - ~ 
'a 
But knowledge off mix is necessary before this integral 
can be evaluated._ Experimental data is known which 
relates the specific gravity as a function of composition • 
. . Since the spe.cific gravity of a material is defined as 







. . ' - .' ··,• .. '·'. -· 
,4 ·-· ... 
• ' ~ r 
• ·o<;t, 
', 
· water, the following is realized: ... _ 
S ( c) = /4,mlJ:.. = a known function of' c · . 
/'B.20 .· 
After solving fer f mj:x and substituting into the above 
relationship for the mass or ethylene glycol between ,. r· ·-. · 
points 1 and 2 1 t is seen that: 
· but since c _is a function of y and the specific gravity 
.· S(c) is a function or c, the specific gravity is also 
. . 
a function of Ya. The relationship between specific 
· gravity and mass fraction or concentration is plotted in 
Figure 18. This data can be fitted by a polynomial·: 
-73 .. 
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• .-r'. ' 
' . 
S(e)· - S +Sc+ S c2 + S e3 +•••• 
· · - 0 1 2 3 
Also the. relationship between the concentration and Y 
can be repre~ented by a polynomial: · 
c(yl = co + c1,. + c2.,2 + c3-,3 +•••• 
What is wanted is an expansion of:: 
2 . 
Meg =· AtP,H O ~ c(y)S(c(y)Jdy 1-..2 2 1 . 
which can be represented by the follC!>wing · statements 






The values for the polynomial ··expansion of the 
specific grav1 ty as a f'u.nction or . concentration we2.e 
determined by a least squares method and 1 t was 
determined that a second order fit was very adequate. 
The values used in the mass computations were: 
so= 0 •. 99495551 5083099 
, ·- ·- c. • •. ~ , , ..• O - ... s 1 = o., 1 ;1+23 945'721320 5 • . ' -
-· - . - -- ' . ... . ' ' ..• : .. '-.. ·, ,_ .. · 
' ':I• 82= .... 036816386209721 
. . . . 
Rquat:1.on 12 may be computed numerically, er 1 t 
·. 
' ; ' '. . 
. . ' . \ 
' ' ! ' .. 
-·. ·-, . 
I l' -• 
- . . . : ..... ' ' 
. . 
• : ' ·,. I , •• ' 
i . 
._..: ' '·. ' ' 
. "' ;i: ·.. .. .. ' 
.,_ , - - .;~· '' ~ . . ..~" ' 
. . . . ; 
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. may be computed . analytically by expanding the terms and 
integrating which yields a closed solution for the mass 
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ot ethylene glycol w1 thin the region 1 -+2. The expansion 
was actually carried out for a general concentration 
profile which could be represented by a fourth order 
or less curve fit. The actual profile was.broken.up 
into various regions ( anywhere from two to four) so 
. ' . 
' 
. --~ 
that adequate agreement existed between the experimentally 
r·, , 
determined concentration and the predicted values from 
-the curve fit. 
The computational procedure may now be stated. • 
.  
. " 
It is assumed for this case that the physical dimensions 
of the test section are such that any distortion due 
to the index of refraction gradient resulting in a 
perceptual error is negligible. If it is not, an 
additional iteration, as shown during the discussion 
of equation 9, wou1d be necessary, and this would be 
the starting point. For the study carried out for this 
thesis, the probing be,am passed within •. 1 inches from 
the inside of the test section ( l<Oo1) and therefore · 
caused only an error w1 thin experim·ental error •. 
The method utilized is that during the ·beginning , · 
stages of the experiment the angle ~R is actually 
equal to fir and is verified by the graphical measure- . 
ment ~r the angle between the horizontal and the 
straight ray path of the laser beam at this time. ,. 
This is true for the first two photographic sessions. 
, 
• 
' . l 
I k- ~ 
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These two profiles ·are then submitted to the mass 
computation program. The average or these values for 
' • I " 0 • . ~ 
.':, 
. . . -- ~' 
. ' . 
·-;, ... '. 
.. ' 
. ·._ . ' ' : . ' 
. ,
. ' .. ~ 
the mass of the ethylene glycol were then used as a 
. . 
guide for subseque;nt eomposi tion profiles. At later ... ~-=--~--"·-.-., .... ,-,- -, :~~; --.. -
times an estimation for tanAt was made and · equation . ··· .. ·_ · : ·-·- .. 1_ 
11 was used to determine a possible profile £or the 
composition. This composition was then subm:Ltted to 
. ' 
equation 12 and the mass Q..f ethylene. glycol was computed.-
This was then compared to the averaged value knoWil from 
above, and a new estimate for tan,BR was made. This 
procedure was repeated until the mass was determined 
from·· the composition profile to within acceptable 
limits. For this study, acceptable valu•s were plus 
or minus ~008 pounds of ethylene glycol, which.was 
within 3.,% ot the accepted value. 
. I 
The following section of this t.hesis presents 
·•- . ' 
the numerical details of the computations and presents 
the actual calculated composition profiles. 
-... _ 
. ' . 
•, .,.. ' 
I , , ; 
' .. - ,. ·; 
. ,· 
. '- . 
' . 
! '. : ; .. ' - • - ,. __ ,_, ... 
I,· .. 
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diffusion of the two materials was 13.75 days. The 
photographs that were subsequently analyzed were taken 
beginning at 2:45 P.M. December 7. 1972 which is denoted 
as the zero hour of the run. The other analyzed 
photographs were taken at 24 hours, 68 hours, 116 hours 
and 306 hours from the zero hour. 
. 
From the zero hour photograph it was determined 
that the value of the sine of ol I was equal to • 9908 5 
and that the sine of ol, II was equal to .93,1+1. As 
· stated previously, the concentration or mass fraction in 
region I was o.oo and the mass fraction in region II was 
0.832. It was also graphically determined that the 
tangent off; R was equal to 0.13622. From analysis of 
the enlarged photograph it was determined that the 
alignment of the first reflection mirror was very good, 
the second re~lection mirror though was misaligned by 
about one degree, and it would yield misleading values. 
. Therefore it was· decided to ignore the values obtained 
· after this second reflection. The results for the 
... values of concentration below this point could not be 
ebtained during this runo The location of this.point 
. 
I 
was d~pendent on the concentration profile above it but 
was always less than an inch from the bottom, and almost 
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approximate values could be extrapolated from the 
the profiles above this point, and therefore yield 
reasonable mass values which were needed in the eval .. 
u-




. ' , . . 
. . ,. ' 
the test section at about y = 2.36 inches. This was 
required by the physical design constraints and thus 
prevented any composition profile measurement above this 
. ' . -. , . ., '. 
-_., '; . 
point.· Therefore extrapolated values were estimated 
for this region also from the known profile information.f. · 
No extrapolated values were necessary for the 
. ' ' . 
•· .. 
~ ., . . 
.. . ·~· 
.. I 
evaluation of the composition profiles or the mass 
values for either the zero hour or the 24 hour photo~ 
';~ : . . .-:_ . . ~-. 
graphs. As for the zero hour photograph, the 24 hour 
photograph had a measured tangent or .p R of o.1364o . · 
which gives· essentially the same starting value of _zero 
· concentration at y = 2.36-
The raw coordinate data above the second reflection 
point and below the y = 2.36 inch point was divided 
into three regions and as described before a 0.1 to 0.2 
fJ. inch overlap between regions was made to assure contin-
,• . ' . 
.. 
. 
u1ty of slope. Curve fits were obtained, and the smallest ........ . 
variance unaccounted for by regression curve fits were 
-
submitted to the program that solves equation 80 The 
physical coordinate data for all of the analyzed photo-
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.. curve tits. for each region tor each photc,graph ·1s_ · _·_:· ·· 
4··•,· - • M '°" ·--~--r•-;·--:"·~~---... fl----·,•--•~•••-•·-~•••~--·- ~ •-
) . . ' . 
given in Table 2 • 
FrQill the first two photographs since no tan,9R 
. . 
iterations were necessary, the composition profiles 
were submitted to curve fit programs and subsequently 
to the mass computation program. The value for the . · 
mass of the ethylene glycol determined by this method 
was 0.24280 for the zero hour photograph and 0.23629 
pounds for the 24 hour photograph. Neither one~~r these 
is inherently any more accurate than .the other since the 
computation or both profiles are independent ot any 
estimate of tanfR, therefore the aVerage of 0.23954! 
\ . pounds was taken as the comparative value. 
Now, as outlined before, the.curve fits for the 
.. 
I ,· , 
. : '\ ' . ' 
. ·,',:-·· ... 
. . 
. . 
·.·, ' ' 
.. 
,· ~· ' 
. . . . 
. . -
. ' 
. •-, . 
. ;; :• 
- -- , . " - ' ' . 
• I '. .' ; ~ 
,, ' 'J ' 
' ,.. t ~-' • 
. . ' 
· ·· 68 hour photograph, the 116 hour photograph and the 
. 
• • ,i. 
' ,..... ·- ---..-
... ,.-, ... ~-=-'"··-· 1-~~~"··.·-' ... .,. .... _,,...,,,,, .. _., ____ .. 
. , 
306 hour photograph were submitted to the program for 
.•. 
equation 8. The profiles determined were then curve 
fitted and submitted to the mass computation program 
,·· •• ·~·-·~ ·.,..-,c• •---::- • -.-,n. -.·• ,.,. -,·•- ·• 
and the measured mass was compared to the averaged value. 
New values of tanfp. were selected until the mass was 
" 
within desired values. For these three eases reasonable 
extrapolated concentration values were made for the 
regions in the test section n~t covered by the light 
ray. 
The values for the concentration profiles for all 
-80~ 
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. ·'., i':• -
., . . Physical Coordinate Data for Light Ray Path 
. - - . 
.. 
• ' I' •' • ~ 
• •• i • 
J•. J 
. -0 hrse . 24 hrs. 68 hrse 
. '. t 
,. . --· X y X .· y X y 
: _.., 
.;. -' 
" .. '. 
::, • I 
- ' ,· .. - . 
' i . ' 
• • • w - ~ • ' • 
. . . ' ::, " ' . ~. ; 
• ,'I -< • 
·"".' . ,'', ' .. 
' .-i<;_ .. - •• 
' ' . . ,. . 
.. 
' - . . . ' -
. 
. . ... . . 
• . .i. 
:' ( . 
0.2179 2.3599 0.0000 · 2 •. 3820 002179 2~3577 
0.6537. 2 •. 3036 · 0.2179 2·.3520 004358 203317 0.8716 2 •. 2711 o.4355 2. 3220 006537 203036 
1.0895 2.2451 0.6530 2.2860 008716 2 •. 2733 
1.3074 2.2105 008710 2.2600 100895 2.2386 
1. 5253 2.1823. 100890 2.?250 1 03074 2.2040 
1. 7432 2.1541 · 1 03070 2.1970 105253 2 •. 1737 
1 • 9611 2.1239 105240 2.1650 107432 2.1455 
2.1790 2.0936 1 & 7420 2.1370 1 0 9611 2.1109 
2.3970 2.0654 1 0 9600 2.1040 201790 2.0741 
2.6148 2.0329 2e 1790 2.0720 203969 2.0416 
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3.0506 1.9766 2e 651 Q 2.0010 2c8327 1. 9702 3.2685 1. 9463 208300 1. 9690 300506 1 • 9355 3.4864 1. 9160 3o048o 1. 9300 302685 1. 8944 
3.7043 1.8879 3 0 2680· 1.8930 304864 1. 8597 
3.9222 1 .8597 304830 1.8540 307043 1 • 8186 4. 1401 1.8273 3e7030 1. 8230 
~09222 1 •. 7731 4.3580 1.7948 309200 1. 7800 . ~ 1401 1. 7298 
4.4670 1.7840 4o 1400 1. 7370 403580 1. 6930 
4.7197 1.7472 403550 1. 6940 407197 1. 6173 4.8287 1.7320 408100 1. 5980 4c8287 1. 5956 5.0466 1.7060 500300 1. 5500 5.0466 1. 5501 5.2645 1.6779 502500 1. 5020 502645 1 .4982 5.4824 1 .6541 504600 1.4490 5.4824 1 .4527 
5.7003 1. 6216 506800 1 •. 4o20 507003 1c4029 5.9182 1. 5913 509000 1 •. 3480 50,9182 1 0 3531 6.3540 1. 5350 6c 11 50 1 .2840 601361 1 o-301 2 
6. 5719 1 .4852 6o34oO 1.2450 603540 1 02449 6.7898 1 .4700 60 5500 1 .1650 60.5719 101843 7.0077 1 .4398 60.7700 1 •. 0900 607898 101280 
7. 2256 1.3986 6G.9900 100270 700077 100673. 
7.4435 103553 7 02·050 0°'951 O 702256 100067 
706614 1 0 281 7 7 0,4250 008680 704435 OQ9418 709098 ·101864 7o64oo Oo 7890 706614. .Oo8747 801430 101042 708600 o. 7120 708793 007989 8 0 31 51 100349 800972 007318 
8. 5330 009613 80 31 51 Oo 6560 
8. 7509 008768 80 7509 o~.·5088 8.9688 007946 8.e 9688 Oo4J08 
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Tab1e 2, 
Curve Fit Coefficients and 
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Table 3 
· Experimentally Determined Concentrations · ., 
and 
Mass Values · 




. . ·• . 
. . 
.. . 
.. .. ' . 
'~ +. • ' 
• 
" 
·O o hrs ... I 24 hrs. 
y -C y C 
2.-8000 · 0.000=1.< 208000 0 •. 000* 
2.7000 0 •. 000* 20-7000 0.000* 
2.6000 0 •. 000* 2e60QQ 0.000* 
2 •. 5000 0.000* 2o 5000 0.000* 
2 •. 4000 a.boot~ 2o.4000 0.000* 
2.3000 0.000 2&-3000 0.000 
2.2000 0.000 2@ 1 971 0.000 
2 •. 1000 0.000 2e0987 0 •. 000 
2.0000 0.000 2.0086 0.033 
1 •. 9000 · 0~000 1 e·9074 0.055 
1. 8000 0.000 108005 0.090 
1. 7000 0.000 1 o-7043 0.125 
1.6000 ·o.ooo 1 e-6010 0.168 
1. 5058 0.039 1 04898 0.218 
1.392~ 0.224 . 103946 o.·264 
1.290 o.420 1.. 2960 0 •. 350 
1 ·.1 985 0.602 1 •. 1 81 5 o.475 
1 .0933 0.806 1. 0871 o. 57~ 1.0053 0.830 0.9860 0.66 
0.9296 0.833 0.9155 Oe716 
o.854o 0.831 Oe8063 00768 
0.7000 Oo832* ~Oe 7321 00781 
0.6000 Oo832* 006000 Oe800* 
o.~oo Oc832* O o 5000 Oo 81 5* 
. o. 00 00832* · Oo4ooo Oo822* 
0.3000 Oo832* . O e. 3000 Oo830* 
0.2000 Oa832* 002000 Oo832* 
Oe 1000 Oo832* 001000 Oo832* 




c is in mass fractions 
y is in inches 
* denotes extrapolated values 










2(tr 1040 o.12j 
-
1 &992~ 0.148· 
1 .. 907 0.169 
1. 7991 0.200 
1. 7032 0.227 
1.6018 0.259 
1 .4943 00298 
1.4o3~ 00334 1.307 00376 
1. 2062 Oo424 
1 e0997 0&493 
1o013~ Oo 559 
Oo890 Oo636 
Oo 7950 00683 
006955 00718 
ooz944 00742 




001000 Oo 775* · 
OoOOOO 00780* 
1,·· . .~ . 
• ' • r 
',· r I '• 
. :, . ' 
' ·.... ~ ' '· 
. . - . 
. ' ' -
. . . -
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Table 3 cont. 
~erimentally Determined Concentrations 
and 
Mass Values · 




116 hrs •. 306 hrs. ~ . 
' . 
Y C y C 
~-'ff----f'----4 





; _ - C • • • ~ 0 O" 





. = ·- ' _,, -- . . "-' ~ 







2 •. 7000 0.078* 207000 00291* 
2.6000 0.080* 2~6000 00292* 
2.-5000 0.090* 2o 5000 Oc298* 
2.4000 0.102* 2(1>.4oOO 0., 302* 
.2.J077 0.127 2e2974 00308 -
2 •. 2021 0.147 202013 00315 
2~1024 0.166 2.1024 00323 
1 .• 9961 0 •. 186 2. 0009 Oe 331 
1.8996 0.205 1e8966 00339 
1.7981 0.224 1.8051 01~~9 
1.6918 00244 1.6960 00351 
1.5965 00276- 1&6019 00353 
1.4968 0.307 105066 00362 
1.3918 0.338 1 e-4o78 00381 
1.3039 0.363 1.3037 o.~1 
1.2114 0.1+11 1.1947 o.421 
1 •. 1138 o.l+44 1a1002 00439 
1.0119 09485 100023 Oo457 
0.9050 Oo-533 Oe9217 00472 
0.7925 0.589 Oa8000 Oo480* 
0.7041 Oo638 Oo70QQ Oo485* 
0.6000 Oo660* Oo60QQ Oo490* 
0.5000 Oo680* OQ5000 Oo495* 
0.4ooo Oo690* Oo4000 Oo500* 
Q o 3000 Oo 700* Oo 3000 Oo· 505* 
002000 00710* 002000 OQ510* 
Oo10QQ 00712* Oe10QQ Oo515* 
OoOOOO 00716* OoOOOO Oo520* 
-· - ··--·-·-··----· ... _.. ___ _. ..... __ ....... ·_,_~__. __ , ________ ,..,._ .. ___ ~·-··-··~ -.- ... ----···•--~----- ----·---~--- - . Mass of Eth~lene Glycol -
0 hrso 0024280 lbm0 
24 hrso 0023629 lbm • 
. 68 hrse 0023383 lbmo 
116 hrse 0023168 lbmQ 
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, . 1· 
times are presented in Table 3, asterixs are next to 
the extrapolated valueso The calculated mass of ethylene 
glycol for the 68 hour photograph was 0023383 pounds ·, 
.which is -.00571 pounds from the averaged value or 
--2.4%·. The calculated mass er ethylene glycol for the 
116 hour photograph is 0.23168 pounds which is .00786 
pounds less than the averaged value or -3o3%, and the. 
306 hour phOtograph profile yielded a mass of 0.23989 
' . 
..· .. • .. 
. ~ ... ;. 
. . .· 
,I"•' • : 
••• l pounds of ethylene glycol which is 0.00035 pounds · - ' • > • ' ' • • • 
. . ' > .. • . . 
, 
greater than the average or +.14%. Although closer 
agreement to the averaged values would be possible With· 
further iteration, because of the reliance On extrap-
olated values or concentration in the outer regions of 
the test section, any further iteration would probably 
be meaningless. 
As for the zero and 24 hour photograph data the 
curve fit data ~or the various regions for both the 
physical coordinates of the ray path and the curve fit 
for the concentration profiles and temperature data 
are inc,udad for the last three photographs in Table 2. 
Graphical results of these profiles are presented 
:1n Figure 19.. It should be noted that1 very 11 ttle 
scatter is evident in these profileso Experimental 
errors are discussed in the final section of this thesiso 
The following section of this thesis presents the 
solution of the mass diffusion equation when the 
. ' 
. ; 
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' d1ttu.siv1ty is a function of concentration. The solution 
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for various functions of diffusivity on concentrat~on 
' 
are presented. Finally1 results for the particular case . 
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. being studied are presented and compared to the concen-
tration profiles just presented which will yie1d an 
~xperimentally determined relationship for the diffu-
sivity as a function of concentration for the slight con-
vective process studied in this thesis.· 
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Mass Transfer Results 
,, , ... 
'. 
. , ," 
I . . 
The governing equation.for a mass diffusion 
process can be derived from censiderations of a · 





The statement of the conservation or mass of the 
diffusing substance can be stated as the rate or mass 
. . 
or th·e diffusing substance into the control volume 
. ' 
. .. 
. . . 
-;. . ' ·- . 
. · ' is equal to the rate or accumula~ion or the.diffusing 
substance inside the control volume plus the rate or 
. - -- .. - ·-· - -
. . 
the mass of the diffusing substance leaving the control 
volume. This statement assumes no generation or 1oss 
of the diffusing substance either by nuclear or chemical 
change. Concisely, the mass conservation statement is: 
• . @ • 
Min = Mout + Mstored · 
The total mass flux may be considered in components ·. · 
• • • M:x, M7 and Mz. These components are functions o~ position 
and may be expanded by Taylor's series acrsss the 
·differential lengths dx, dy, and dz .. Therefore, the 
. -
total rate or mass into the control volume is given by: 
e O Q 0 
M;1n = Mxdzd:y + M dzdx + M dxdy y z 
and the total rate of mass transfer of the diffus~ng 
substancr--·out of the control volume is: 
0 @ 
Mout = CMz+ ~<lx)dzdy + <Mr "Mlcl:,)dzdx 
, + <Mz+ .. J.~z)dxdy 
~9= z 
: . , , . 
·'· . . . ~ 
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The mass of the diffusing substance contained 1n 
the control volu.me is equal to the concentration of 
the· diffusing substance(1f this concentration is 
. 
defined as the mass of the diffusing substance per 
unit volume) times the volume of the control vol11me·. 
This concentration per unit volume is denoted cv• 
Now the rate or mass of the diffusing substance stored· 
in the differential control volume can be stated:. 
< 
- .. ·- . 
. . · M · ... dc
1
v _ . 'Jc 
stored - dt dV - dx d:, dz d f ' . , . ' .... 
Again, cv is defined as the pounds of the dif'fus~ 
substance per unit volume. 
Collecting these statements, substituting them into . 
the conservation or mass relationship, cance11ng terms 
and dividing by the differential control volume dxdydz 
yields: 
• • • 
· ~CV + ~ + d Mz + OM~ = O 
-at ax -ay dZ 
..' Fick,: in 1855, stated that the rate of mass trans·fer 
or a diffusing substance per unit area or a surface is 
·proportional to the concentration gradient which is 
normal to the surface. This statement has been general-
· 1zed tor ~Y general .material byt 
r. 
0 1 . )C 
. -Mx = D11~i~ + D1~~v + D131ZV. 
•• 
. -My,= D21m~X + »22?},X + D23·~e~ 
. " II . 
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This statement·can be simplified by the assump~ 
tion of an isotropic material which wi11 give results 
that D1z=D13=D21=D23=D31=D3;t= 0 and D11=D22=D33= D• 
The diffusion for an isotropic material, which 
simply means physically that the direction of flow 
or the diffusing substance is normal to the constant 
concentration surface at any point, can be obtained 
....... 
~Y comparing experimental cv results with those results 





~~ =·, . ..a..(DdC~) + .£(Ddcx) + d (D~cv) . 
at -dX cJ:X: d1 d7 · dZ az 
. ' 
.· ...... 
This equation can be extend~_d to any orthogonal 
,I) • .... • .. 
.• -
, L "--- '
0
,::, 1.' • 
. '. ,, ; : . ' ,:' ·• . . ,. ' 
'' 
,:.. . . '" 
coordinate system by the vectoral representation: 
.·- l 
. ' . 
- ._ - . ' 
' . . .. - .. ~ 
' ' 
. ··· .. 
' •, . ' .. '. ·, . . . 
. ' ' 
, 
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For the particular case studied in this thesis, · -· -· _;_·:·-- · 
._'. . -. · only one-dimensiona~ diffusion took place, and therefore 
~ . 
. . ; ,~ . 
. . . . 
, 
·r , , 
' . 
' i' . . 
• -· : > ·: ' 
... 
'' 
. ~ . . ,, 
.~.... :.. . ' 
the governing equation for this process expressed 1n 
cartesian coordinates is: . 
~~l'. = ..l.(D'f.!) • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • .eq. 13 
''' ... . 01 y 
.. ·With the botmdry conditiens ot zero concentration 
. . . . 
. gradients at. y = 0 and i = 2e8 inches, and initial··· 
.. -, ' . 
c 's eva.luat~d from -- the zercr hour phot·ograph-·ana·11s1·s-; "·------.. ·--------·-_-···------.. -~ ........ __ .. .. 
V 
For diluted .solutions, and for components that 
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otten independent of the concentration, and the diffusiv-
1't7Will factor out to yield: 
~~~--- D t,c 
'\t -Q d . 
. . 
Unfortunately, the ethylene glyeel and water 
( 
I • 
·. : ·· , . ·. · · · diffusion process will not allow the assumption or con .. 
. . 
' ' 
• ' 1 ~ 
. ' . 
• , ... - • 4 
_,. • ' - • .,. • k ' 
;, .. ' ' 
., . . . •, 
\ 
'• 
.- - . ' . ' . 
' ... _ 
' - ·- ~ ' :-; ' . . . 
tant dif'tusivity. and the numerical solution or equation 
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Before proced·1ng w1 th the particular solution 
_ ot the problem being discussed in this thesis, it is 
-
interesting to analyze numerical solutions for an 
idealized step change initial boundry condition problem, 
With several different dependencies or the diffusivity 
on concentration.. A linear relationship between the 
. - ,, . 
i, ' 
. ' 
diffusivity and cv is investigated, the governing 
- - ~~ --..- ... - " . . . . . ·~ . -
·. I , 
· equation being:: 
~~CF = ..l..c (Do + D·1 C ) ~.ex) •••.•••.• • eq. 14 
~Y, V ?Jy 
!he solutions obtained are for D0=0o05, D1--.001,o.ooo, 
and +.001,and D0 = Oo100, D1: Oo-000. 
Table 4 gives the tabulated values or the solutions 
at times of 4 hours, 16 hours 7 32 hours, and a1so for 
the initial <?Ondi tionse As before the· boundry cond1 tions 
. ,, . 
' . ' . . 
' • > 
. .• .. 
. . . 
.. •' 
·····"··"·-:--~--~---are for· the -rest?"iCt"ed .. diffusion problemo Figure 21 
' ' 
• I, 
. ' '·-·---· . -- -· ,--.-----. .._ .... _ .. -- _ .. -· ..... 
· illustrates th® eff'ect _ o:f increasing the value of D0 
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Table 4 ,· 
- . , .. , 
-~ 
Concent:r-ation Predictions for Ideal Study 
. - . 
y Cy 
. ' . 0 
. o.oo 1o00 . . .. . 
0.30 1 ,,ool .. 
. . 0.70 1 0 00 r, 
. " . 1 •. 10 1 oOOf . 
. . 1. 50 OoOO 
. '. 
1. 90 OoOO . . " 
2.30 0.001 
2.80 .· ' o •. oo,; . 
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D0=0o05 D1=0o001 D~=0.10 D =OsOOO 
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Predictions for Constant DiffUsivities 
Figure 21 
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or these cases. I't is seeri 1n general that as y increaes, 
concentration decreases, the predicted concentration .. ,·Ill ' 
becomes increasingly larger than the D1=0o0 reference, .. . . . . . 
for the case or D1 = • .001 , since the dif:f'usi Vi ty : . :-;-;:, . : 
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increases With concentration. And 1n general,· as 7 ·· 
. ;' , 
increases (concentration decreases) the concentration· ·. ·.:·,: > .. ·\ 
. . '· .. '. 
becomes increasingly less than the reference for the 
D1 =· -.001 case since the diffusivity decreases as the 
concentration increases • 
. .... .. . . . . ' . ... .. 
The method of solution is by a finite difference 
technique utilizing the Runga Kuta method. The solution 
is accomplished by a Lehigh University Computing Center 
library program. 
The actual restricted diffusion problem studied 
was not, as already discussed, a purely molecular 
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· diffusion,) but also contains convective mass transfer 
caused by the variation in temperature or the surroundings. 
The values of the molecular diffusiVity as a .fu:nct1on 
of concentration was reported by.Byers and Kingo 
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Their reported values are given for specific mass frae~ 
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tions, and these are converted to ev values and plotted 
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up to.and including an ethylene glycol.mass traction 
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composition profiles from the initial composition 
profile. 
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Therefore the governing equation for such a process • • ' f . . 
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where as before, D is a function or compositioii. For. ' · 
<. ·,·. ··.' ' 
'r • -
' . 
this particular case, a linear variation fe>r D is assumed, . - - : .: , 
because of the work or Byers and King,. Theretore the •.. ·. , . 
equation would be:· 
i t~~ = ~(KaCDo + D1cv>~~)•••••eq. 1; 
Do and D1 are the values obtained from the curve tit on 
Figur·e 23, and Ko is the convective parametere In 
generalj ~ ~ould be a function ef the density gradients 
caused by the environmental fluctuations or the temp~ 
erature of the fluids in the test se~tiono Although there 
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To be realistic, any convective mass transfer must 
yield an effective diffusiVity greater that the molecular · -... -, 
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diffusivity, therefore a value for K0 greater than_ 
unity is required. 
Hefore the results of equation 1 , can be compared 
to the experimentally determined composition profiles, 
a conversion from mass fraction values to cv values 
· must be determined. The mass fraction concentration 
which throughout this thesis has been denoted by c, is 
defined by the ratio of the pounds of ethylene glycol 
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. : , · · per unit volume to the pounds of ethy1ene glycol plus 
' . . ·. .. ' .. 
the pounds or water per unit volume. Since the density 
.. . ' ' ... ~-· .,, 
of th~r-mµture is defined by the total pounds of the 
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mixture per tmit volume it follows that: 
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or wa_ter,. gives the following relat1onsh1pt 
.. cv = c(Specific gravity, at e)p~0 
The specific gravity as a ·runction of mass fraction . . . 
' . 
• : ,, "L" ,,-,. ~--••-•''. ,.-o•O·,- -~- ·> • C •• .-,.. • •-,. - .•. • 
. composition or c can be rourid from Figure 18. 
From the above equation, all of the values for 
CT were determined from the mass fraction coneentrat1cm.s 
experimentally· evaluated~ !l.ll.d presented in Tab1e 3. 
' .. • _,. 
. . 
These experimental values of cv are tabulated 1n 
~ Table 6.. The zero photograph __ ·values for ev were used ,,. 
as the initial conditions for the computation of 
• 
equation 15. Several valu~s of ~ were tlso submitted .. 
to equation 1,, and the numerical solutions were 
.compared to the values 1n Table 6. It was determined 
that a value of Ko= 1.6 yielded the closest agreement. 
The results or the calculated. values or cT are 
tabulated in Table 7. The experimental p:rof11es and 
the K0 = 1.6 computed profiles are plotted in Figure 
2~. This single value of Ko seems to do a reasonable 
job of predicting the composition profiles mver the 13.7, 
.day duration of the test. 
The final section of this thesis discusses the 
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Evaluation and Con2l~ding Remarks 
This section relooks at the- various design para-
meters for a composition measurement device that were 
presented in the beginning of this thesis. The appar-
atus and procedure that has been discussed in this paper · 
. is' then compared to these ·parameters. Also in this 
. ' . 
· section, the expected experimental -errors are discussed. · 
. ,· 
. - . . 
. .. 
Four specific design_parameters were presented 
·1n the background section of this thesis. The first 
J ~ ' ' •• 
' . 
;. . .- . ' . -
' . \' . 
.. - .· ' 
,;, . 
•. ~ ' . . . . ., . 
was resolution, which can be defined for this purpose 
as a1Eeasure cf the smallest distance in the test 
section that will give different composition measure-
ments. The second parameter was the sensitivity which 
has been defined as the smallest discernible change in 
composition. _The third parameter was called restrictions. 
This included any material or geometry concessions that 
must be made for the particular experimental methpd. 
The final parameter that was discussed is the sample dura-
- ···-·---· .'"'-. ______ tion time which was defined before as the time necessary 
. · .... 
· . to obtain one data _point, and is. directly related 
•--- -·-·--· -·--........ ---·--------....-----· ... - -· ~ . . 
_.,. 
to the time needed for the measurement of the entire 
. . 
composition profile0 Although not discussed earlier in 
this thesis as a design parameter, one of utmost impor-
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tane0 is the experimental error inherent to the.method 
. . . 
, . 
• 
-··- ., ... --·. of eo.mposi tion measurement. The experimental errors for 
. .. . 
- . 
. . 
• " t I.,. 
-. . , 
. . . 





. the method and apparat~s presented in this thesis will 
now be discussed. 
First to be discussed, is the experimental errors 
that would be expected fer the ideal ease of a truely 
one-dimensional composition gradient. This case is 
further idealized,. through apprei,priate design measures,·. 
-to yield a seeable laser beam throughout the entire 
test section, or the composition-at the reference point 
' is knQwn by either direct sampling or precise optical 
methods. If these conditions are met, then the accuracy 
of .. this method is purely dependent on the photographic 
eq~pment, the measurement of the curve data points 
cn_the ph@tographs, the alignment of the equipment, and 
the accuracy of the index of refraction versus the 
concentration correlation. All of these are controllable 
withjn excellent limits. Since unlimited coordinate 
points are ~btainable from the laser path, any size curve 
fit region is possible, and with care curve tit errors 
can become negligible with respect to both coordinate 
point predictions, and slope predictiono Finally·, any 
. 
perceptual err0rs can be accounted for by the iterative 
process that has been presented in this thesise Therefore, 
for this particular idealized ease, the error of compo~ 
sition measurement is controllable to within almost any 
--1 oaQ) 




' . ' 
l~mits, certainly better than a mass f'racticn or 0.001. · 
' .. ' 
The experimental error for the study that was 
' . 




. - .. """' •- . . . -
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. . ... .. 
,, 
' ' 
. . ' 
. ' .· •, . '. 
. •"' . 
' ,. ' 
mass fraction of 0.03. The primary reason for thi.s 
error is due to the necessitated extrapolated regions,· 
caused by both the alignment problems of the second 
reflection mirror, and by the design of the test section. 
There are also some errors caused by the size of the 
curve fit regions, and by the linear approximation er· · 
' I, , ·.·'. 
• 





For the two- er three--dimens1onal case, the 
- . 
• 
errors involved should depend only on the numerical 
analysis of the governing equation, equation 3, and 
the appropriate analysis of any perceptual errors as 
. 
was done fer the cne~dimensional case by equation 8. 
For, the special case of twoaa or threec=a dimensional 
profiles which may be analyzed approximately by_one-
' 
dimensional meai:is, only comparative numerical solutions 
could give approximations of possible errors. 
Therefore· in s1unmary,. for the particular case ana~·~ 
lyzed in this thesis, experimental error cf less than 
' 
a mass fraction of Oo03 should be expected, and for any 
case \nth appropriate methods of solution and design 
refinements, the experimental procedure presented in. 
e 
·, ' 
. . ' 
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~ ' . •' -
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this thesis should give maximum errors less than a 
mass fraction or Oo001 • 
The res0lution of this experimental procedure is 
·· dependent on the Width of the probing beam usedo The 
minimum width of the beam which was obtainable by the 
1
/ 
inexpensive optical system used was .003 inches. 
' 
During the actual experiment a slightly larger width. of -
about .008 inches was used. This can be called the 
I. 
' ·'.. ' 
. , - . 
; . 
resolution of the setup as used in this study. If 
appropriate· equipment is used, as has· been described 
in the optical design section of this thesis, beam 
widths o~ less ·than 0.0001 inch are possible. 
. ' ' . ' -~ .. 
. . 
~ . ' .. ·/ . ' 
,. 
~ , . ,' . •' . 
. . 
The sample duration time for the experiment is · 
simply the exposure time of the photograph which is in 
turn dependent on the film and brightness of the laser 
beam.. Exposu;res from 4o to 24o seconds were used through 
the course of the experiment, and the appropriate picture 
. ef correct exposure was sel.ected, most frequently it 
was the 80 second exposure. The sample duration time 
... 
is controllable by the film speed rating, the camera 
I, 
optics, and by the brightness of the laser .. ~beam0 A 
high wattage laser. may be pulsed to avoid local heating· 
of the fluidso. This is _an important advantage for this 
procedure over the interferometry technique since 
' 
for very rapid changes~ the light source.for the propoSed 
.a110c, 
• 
.. ,,•· . 
.. 
~ . . 
. . 
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procedure may be very bri'ght, and therefore may. be 
photographed very quickly. 
The principal physical restriction on the test 
: · section is that there must be a Window for the entry 
. . 
of the laser beam, and also an optical window so the 
beam may be photographed and the coordinates obtained • 
There are no particular size or weight requirements 
since the entire test section and measuring eqipment 
can be as large or as small as desired. There are 
restrictions though on the materials used for the 
· study. 
~ 
' ........ ·. 
- . . .· ·, , 
The phys~cal difference that 1s measured between the 
test materials is the index of refraction, therefore the 
larger the variation between these two materials the 
better the accuracy of the testing procedure. The 
difference between the index of refract~on of the two 
solutions used in this study was ,,07, and this was very 
adequate. The amount of deflection of the path of the 
light ray caused by the index of refraction gradient is 
somewhat controllable by the incoming angle or the light 
ray as has already been discussedo A final restriction 
on the fluids is that they must be relatively transparent 
so that the probing beam may be seert@ 
The final parameter discussed is the sensitivity, 
and this is related to the difference in the iridex of 
/ 
Ii 





refraction between the two solutions. The sensitivity 
.. 
. ' . . . 
-
- . ' ~ ' ': 
is also dependent on the size of the curve fit regions 
selected. To estimate the sensitivity, the initial 
photograph ta.ken during tb~~,experiment contained a 
region of essentially constant composition, specifioall~ 
· 0.00% ethylene glycol. During this region, calculated 
variations of a mass fraction of .002 were obtained, 
., eventhough the concentratiGn was constant. This may be 
taken as the sensitivity for this experiment. 
:--~-- To be or any particular benefit, the experimental 
. .. ' 
_.,. 
, · ·c: ". , .· .• method and apparatus presented in this thesis should 
' a-
• . . 
' . ' have some advantages over existing methods. 
I . 
Al though the physical sampling method is ·very__ __ ----~---------.-:---·- .... 
\ 
direct, it is really not adequate for time dependent , 
studies, and certainly does not optimize laboratory 
time because of t~e very long duration time. A similar 
~ethod which uses either a measuring probe which 
traverses the test section or may have a series of probes 
. 
each at a particular level may either interfere With the 
I. 
I 
natural motion or the diffusing process or may require 
tracer materials to change-the physical properties of 
. one of the m~terials such as .. the resistance or capacitance. 
These tracers may interfere with the mass transfer process 
which is being studied. 
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they· usually· cause none of the above problems. The 
test duration time is much less so that unsteady 
problems can be studied. Also the inherent property· or . 
the index of refraction is used as the discernible 
C, 
physical property, and no tra~er materials are necessary. 
Presently the interferometry method is widely used, 
and for this thesis to be complete, a discussion of 
the proposed procedure versus the interferometry method 
must be include. 
The device that has been developed in this thesis 
has particular advantages over the interferometer which 
for particular applications·may make it preferable. 
. - . ' 
Two the the most important may be cost and s;ize. The 
·1nterferometer is a large and erpensi ve device, and the 
size of the field that may be analyzed is dependent on 
the size or the optics which increase 1n price astro-
. nomically w1 th size. The proposed system is not only 
· compact, but if only the precision whi-ch was demonstrated 
in this thesis is desired, it may be built for 11 ttle 
more than a very cheap laser, Also the test sect:lon 
can be as large as desirable, as long as the laser beam 
is bright enough to traverse the test sectiono 
. ' ' 
"' . 
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. · ' .. - . _·, · .. ·. . .,.. . . ' ·-. . --· - .. Another advantage of this system is that in principal 
the study need not be tt1oc:adimensionalo· Although 
numerical method3 may, for part:icular cases, be cu-mbersome, 
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th9 problem or analysis is well defined by :fundamental 
and basic geometric optics principals. The device 
described here .,has definite potential application 
in three-dimensional .. unsteady concentration studies. 
There are also errors envolved in the interfer- · 
ometry· procedure due to the two surfaces that must be 
passed through by the light rays, ·especially· if local 
• 
( 
surface conditions affect the composition~ For the deVice 
presented here only the perception of the light is 
affected by any surface problems, and therefore only 
one surface is involved. ' -,.:·.·: 
. 
As has already been discussed,_by appropriate 
· selection of the laser, very fast exposures may be J . 
,,,,,, ' a • /'. • ' 
obtained, making the potential time of test duration '· .. 
much less than that of the interferometer. ,, . 
C O •.' 
. '. ' 
. . '. 
.. ', ' .. 
~- :' . 
'. 





This proposed system also has an advantage if 
studies near a surface are desired. This is not only 
due to the far better resolution because of the focus-
ing qualities of the laser beam, but for the interferom-
'. . 
eter the result or, passing the light through a composi- · 
( 
tion gradient next to a surface Will cause a deflection 
'"' i } 
. ~ 
of the light.waves, and'either erronious·rringe lines 
or a gap of no lines Will result around the surfaceo 
I • ' • ' 
Since many mass transfer processes occur within a compo-
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this resolution advantage can be a very important 
difference between the two procedures • 
,, 
The interferometer does still hold an advantage 
· in the J)hysical interpretation of composition gradients 
because pictorially, constant index of refraction lines 
are seen,. thus either constant composition or temperature 
lines are seen. While for the system discussed here, 
all that 1s seen is an array or bending lines. Int 1t is 
believed that for particular applications, e .. specially 
one-dimensional because of the relative ease or analysis, 
and in other applications where very good resolution 
and accuracy ar~ desired, the proposed system may be 
. 
advantageous. An.icertainly for unsteady, three-dimen~ 
sional studies this procedure may be the only possible 
means or approach to the problem of experimental 
determination or the index of refraction profile, and 
therefore the composition or temperature profiles. 
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Derivation of the Perception Error tor the One-
Dimensional Case 
~ • ~,.."r'"/ 
The derivation or equation 9 is included for.the 
sake of completeness, but because of its length it is 
included in this appendix. All the variables are 
·graphically defined in Figure 9. 
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·· For this particular derivation a coordinate 
system is defined such that its origin .is at the actual 
location of the laser beam, with the laser beam normal· 
to this plane •. The z axis is in the vertical direction 
·· ··. · and the A axis is in the direction towards the glass 
.., wall of the test section (see·Figure 9a). 
The act~al path of the light ray which allows the 
.... 
perception or the laser beam is assumed to be parabolic 
1n form:. 
. 
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substituting .these values into the above equation 
yields:. 
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, · which gives a valhe :t'or z at a-= 1 oft · . 
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z(A=l) = (tan~ :'" ·tan58 )1/2 • • • .eq. a 
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E: = p d ... ·s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .eq. b ' -· ' . 
I • d 
tan~ = r' 1 . 
- a. - .+ w 
d = (tanta) (1 + · w) 
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• .. . • . - .:- !, ' .• 
- -'· 
• ' .... ! ' ,./ . . -'_ ' - ,. 
--~" _. ':~ ·, -, "" . • ) . ' l .. •• •. -:·.-- . • 
- •· - - . . . . . . :· . ' .. -· .. 
' __ .:: . '. - ' . -. .,· . - . ,_ :, . . ' . ' - ' : '. 
--. ---, . . •. - -.·· •• . .- ··1.' . 
- . . .. ' ":' ' : ·. . ' . . 
- ' . ' ~ 
-. . 
'-! ,. ' • 
r • . .,· / , .,• .• • : -. • ' •• ,,. • ,> 
·· · ·:'°· ·· . . which gives a value fer d of: _. .- .. · __ . _ 
• I • • c -
I J:' • • • I ·, ~ 
' . ' . ·, ' ,. -
''· . . . ' 
, . - ~~ . . -'\. - ' 
,. 
. . . 
. ,- :.· ·,... ' ,·· .' .. -
d. = ,(1 t wJ:t: . -, .. - ;- - -• : .. : ·. , .· .. -· . - ,"-' .. ·' .. . ' 
" -
- _,; 
•• ' , •. •• • _1 -
. - ~ . -
. ~-'. ·~~: · ... ~: .. 
. ' .. 
•. .. ' 
--also by Figure 9: 
I • : • -< • ' • • • ~ • ' '. • ' ,. Ir, '. • ' 
. . . ., 
•' • : .. • • ' ~ ••. . . J. 
_. r----;--r-_,, . 
. . ·... . 
' • •' I ~· ·~ 
. . ' . ·_ . . _rv,---.... . . ·. . ,· 
• '~ ·, • . • : ··.,I , • • . 
' .. :·.·.'' ·-:...· 
· _ s = z <a=l> + s , . • • t' . • ' . ' . '. ·, • • • • I • • '. '' .. i: : . • 
.. 
. ... ."'' ,- . - ., ,. 
' - -
.· .. · which since b =Wtan g · gives a v~ue for b of': 
•, : .. ·- ·_ . . 
.. . . . . . . 
- . 
. '. ' . ·, . '~ 
. - sint -
- S = w tan"f = w: , , ~ i , 
. g . (1 - sin tg) ·-.. . . ' . , > . 
'• -
.·. ' . 
· -- - << · Now by Snell's Law:· 
Nasinta = Ngsin'1f'g ' ' . . 
.· .. · 
- ··. 
solVing for sin~g and substituting yields: 
N 
,, 
• ·-.t ,- -
- . ·, '. 
........ :- • .,.., --~-- ... ;.";·---:~ .. --,- ----·- ··~·~· .... , .... ,_.:. ..... - ------.. -» ----··· ---------
- -
- . ----,·- ,- -- .. ~- --- --- --· -
• .'. !~.. • 
or since:. ·\ - - 'I 
. -. -I . . 
-
' .- . ' i 
• I , 
' •'. ' . ~ .. 
• • t •• I 
I ' • • 
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I . \' , 
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,o--r.:.~'-.,- .~~,-~ • -- .. -·-·:-·...,,-~~•·~.• "'""'"-," ~...--n••-.;""C"C-" .,JI.-.:~· ·.: th1s g1Tes tor b the followingt. 
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_. .. . '·. ' ,-
. " -, 
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~' I \ I 
. _::·' . 
- . -· 
. . :--'-·•'"' . 
. 
.· . l: . a (L2 + w2(1 • cNa)2))f •••. eq. C 
g N'g . 
· substituting this into equation b yieldst 
E. = p (l, + ;w)11', -- (tan~s + tan5w>!2 . L. . . N 
W'V~ .. d 
- •. .u.g , ••• eq. 




when all is. known except for~ which is determined since:- ..... : ..
\I) = y .. Yo]2s, . 
b L· + w + l 
which gives for\fJ the :tollowingt 
.... 
'I>= ,L(4 - Yobstl 
L :+ w + 1 · · 
-
.· - ~ .... . ' ' 
'. 
.. ,_ - . 
' . "-
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'" ~ . ·;- ' ' _; ·. . 
. ,. . . . -. . 
.. . . . ·,_' . 
. - ; . 
. . .. -;:' ' .-. . '·, 
.. 
- .,- _. 
' . '·. ·. . 
t •-=- . 
.. 
. ' ,, 
' .. '' 
.. 
. ' : - , , '. ' 
. . . 
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Yobs. is they seen by the camera and measured from its 
· photographic image. Everything ~or effU,ation dis 
- ,. . 
... known except for tan Ss and tan~· 
Again by Snell' s Law:· 
. Nssin~s = Nws~ 
which solving for sin cl s gives sincls = ~Nil sin~. · 
. s 
d +·C = 90°the following is t:ruet s '=>s 
sin(90°---~ ) = cosc = ~sin/1 ~ 
.Js )s Ns ---w 
. . 
·. · or by the trigonometric identity for tangent: 
C' c • • tans = (1 "" cos2~ )t/cos ~ 
... . s Js s 
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' . ,\ 
· aiso s1nceot;, + 5w = 90°: · 
tan~ = sin~ = .~ip,f2Q0 . ~<!,wl = cos-;lw 
JV COSsw COS 900 -·tX.Jw Si~ 
which g1vest 
tan5w = (1 - sin~w)f /sinat,, 
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• ·J • - I -~ • -. - • - • • ~: • ' 
, . 
. ' ,....._ . 
. . . 
I 'l 
,. 
' ........... .. 
. . 
. ' i 
•. ' '_: . -: ~ . ' 
·, ' '.., . : , 
. . . 
'. a • • • _. • .• • • • 
· which gives the relationship that sin w is equal te 
cos w• Also by Sne11 1·s Law Nasin a is equal to . . 
· N sin and using the defiIU t1on for sin a as was done w w ' : . 
just before yieJ.ds the following a·rter substitution: 
(1 _ cNw)2(1 _ (E!.)2( ~~ ))"i 
tan5s = . JG .. =- IDi2 RD£ 
. ~~c1 - <«~>2<~rt2>>1J° ,. 
'. ·,. . .· . 
J -~ 
-,. •·• •••••• eq. e 
~ . ' . ~ 
.. '. - -
- . ~ ' 
... ' . . ., ' 
- -' ":, . ., 
. .. . . ·.•· 
< ·· .. ·.· .. ·.. ., . tan v = 11 + ~ 
. . · . (1 _ · (Na)2 { ~ -) )t Nw p=+tz 
··• ••.•••••• • eq. f 
. . 
. . 
everything is kno-wn except. for Nw and Ns. These 
can be related by· the Taylor expansion theorem. Since 
N is already as s~ed a function or y only, 1 t can be 
stated for a small y that:· 
· r ~· N ?R" dN w ... A.'4 s = ciy/J.Y 
· but if y is aetua1ly equal z (z_=l) which was specified by 
equation a,. therefore equation a can be substituted into 
the above, and Ns can be solved for to yield: 
e>12Qsm-
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. •.' ·, 
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- ' ' - · ... 
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' , . ~ . ' 
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'' I • 
. " " . ' '. ~ . ' 
' • I • 
',;· ' J 
,, ' ·.··· .. ·· ·. · :· ·. · •· .· .··. . !ls = Nv -1 Al!tan~ · -1 i!tant: 
·1' - ... ', . 
•' 
· · · ·. 2 dy .)S 2 dy .5¥ ' ' . 
••.•.•.•• eq. g 
~· -.. ·. . Letting param~ter ·t be def~ned as: ~ .. ' 
t = (1 _ cNa)2 )t 
' Ni t/' 
. . ' 
_· ·. ' ' . ; 
·.. ', ' .. ' 
this yields:: ' ... . "' ... ~- . ' . - . ' : •.' .·.- --. ... ' 
. '. 
t'· 
solVing equation g for tan~8 and setting this e9Ual._ to 
. . 
the ab~ve yields:. .· .· ' .. ~ . . ~ 
. 
, dN 
~{ : ' .. Ns - Nw + a a.vtan5w · . 't 
, 
2 Y , - = er& - ~) /Nwt . . ,',:. '• " . '' 
. • 1- dN . c':' I . 
2 dy.· 
· •• •.••••• eq •. 1 
.Assuming that dN/dY' ia a constant for the y region 
being considered, which is a1ready assumed by the para- · 
bolic assumption made to determine equation a, equation 
· 1 can be expanded and Ns can be solved for. Letting: 
TC - 2Nw2f' . -4 
-, - litl ·-- • Nwttan sw• •• • • • • ...... eq. ., 
- . ·-· 
. . . ,-
.. : ~ . ' 
.. .', '' 
• ' L • 
-. 'I '; •. • • •-, • •_,. ', • • • 
. . I 
I -2Nwf · ·· . eq k 2=·rn•······················ .... 
; . . 1 •.• • _ ~ • ' I.. t • r r : 
: ~ " . : : t . ' '.:,. . r , : -.- • ~_: 
' .·~ . - ' . . 
f . : • 
• ' I_ ' ~• • • '. ' • { 
:.:.- . · •. . =··.· . 
....... 
. 2-2 . -~ = -Nw r•••••••••••••••••••••eq. l 
after expansion o~equation 1 and the above substitutions, 
equation 1 can be expressed as:· 
. 
. ' . . 
-··' ············-·· .. ·······---··· , __ . · .. _ ........... -.. --... -... . -.. ~-·--···--:··-····"·"'···· 
· Ns2 (K2
2
.,..1) + ~~Ns +K12-K3 = 0 
. ,, · ... 
' ' Solving for Ns by the quadratic solution and taking 
the physically pe~sible solution gives: 
G!&-121-
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I_ • , 
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I. 
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j • •• 
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· : ' : : · · ··· ::. · · Ifs ~ -:1:l!a + .QS2,C1 2 -: t.Ka~-1_) (K1,2-K3l }-l: 
. .. . · · · · · · · (K ~1) 
•. '. ' ; . ,'· 2 
.. 
. It· should be realized that N is the value or the 
w 
. 
· . ··. · · index of refraction at the point whe~e the scattered 
.. . . ;~ 
. ... 
: . ' . 
. . . 
' . . 
'' 
... I 
ray· meets the wal JI or the test section and is therefore · . . . 
' ' • > •• 
v .. the value of N at Yw• It 1-s seen from Figure 9 that: 
\./.' 
Yw = Y-obs. - d ... <a . . ' ... . " -. .... . ' . . '. · .. ' 
" r: ... l 
..... 
,:"-, -
,, ' . 
. . . 
. . 
.. , .· '·' ',"-
\' ' "' ;I," 
... ·.·· :·' . . 
. ' 
I 
. .• . . -
orb~ substitution: 
. J N 
. T. = (l + wl;~. • , YPffi 
w .L. . Ct2 + 4-12(1 ... 
. .:,f.· ·"': •. . ., 
• : l . . . . .' ...... . 
I 
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·. Since lmowledge or the index of refraction profile is 
needed, an iterative approach is needed as outlined on 
page 37 • 
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